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WELCOME
I am delighted to present the 2017 edition of NO-DIG WORLD magazine. This is a special publication
which is produced in conjunction with the biennial TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 Exhibition
and Conference. This will be the tenth Trenchless Middle East event and by far the biggest in its
16 year history.
The challenge of refurbishing or constructing new underground infrastructure cannot be
underestimated. Trenchless technologies are environmentally friendly, are often faster and
more economical than open cut methods, not to mention the reduction in disruption to the
travelling public.
The adoption of trenchless techniques (also known as NDRC – Non Disruptive Road Crossings)
in the Middle East has continued apace and this year’s sell-out event is a testament to the
importance of these technologies in today’s construction market. Representatives from more than
85 companies from 16 countries will be presenting the very latest innovations and will be on hand
to discuss the techniques and products which are best applied to your projects. The expanded
outdoor exhibition area showcasing some large equipment and machinery is the largest in the
events history, further highlighting the growing Trenchless market across the Middle East.
The two day Conference has been compiled in association with the International Society
for Trenchless Technology (ISTT). Join the programme and you will have the opportunity of
learning from international experts who will present a range of technical papers and case study
presentations to enhance your knowledge even further.
I am delighted to announce the launch of a new Student Programme at this year’s event, which
has already received the support of Bolton RAK and Manipal Universities in Dubai. The launch
of the Student Programme fits perfectly with the very forward looking nature that is Trenchless
Middle East. This high growth and innovative sector is an exciting place for the engineers of the
future and it is great to be able to support their development and increase their understanding of
the opportunities available to them.

Paul Harwood
Managing Director

112-114 High Street
Rickmansworth
Hertforshire
WD3 1AQ
+44 (0) 845 094 8066
trenchless@westrade.co.uk
www.westrade.co.uk
@westradegroup

This issue of NO-DIG WORLD incorporates the official Exhibition guide and includes details of
the Conference. Please do visit our event website www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com for further
information on any of the conference papers or companies you have seen at the exhibition.
Last but by no means least, I would like to extend our thanks to all of our exhibitors and sponsors
who are supporting this great event and I wish you all a most informative and enjoyable visit to
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017.
PUBLISHER
Paul Harwood
+44 (0) 845 094 8066
pharwood@westrade.co.uk
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WELCOME

ENRICO BOI, CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY
FOR TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY (ISTT)
On behalf of the International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT), it is my pleasure to offer
our congratulations to TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 for bringing together another great
event for this region.
The ISTT’s mission is to assist and encourage the international community with educational and
interactive forums that present comprehensive and up to the minute information on the latest
trenchless technologies. We are therefore delighted to have had the opportunity of collaborating
in the planning of the Conference programme and I would thank our Past Chairman, Dr Dec
Downey, for his input in bringing together a great selection of presentations.
I am confident that the TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 two day conference and exhibition will be
a great success and I wish all delegates, exhibitors and visitors a most enjoyable event in Dubai.

www.istt.com
International Society
For Trenchless Technology

PROF JENS HÖLTERHOFF, PRESIDENT, GERMAN
SOCIETY FOR TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY (GSTT)
For the German Society of Trenchless Technology (GSTT), TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST is one of
the most important trenchless exhibitions and conferences.
Several municipalities in the Middle East region have problems with the supply lines and the
sewer systems due to the increasing population. NO-DIG technologies are indispensable in the
bigger cities – and I hope we get the chance to bring in our experience of the last 30 years in
the field of trenchless technologies. No other area in construction engineering has generated so
many innovations in this period, and many of these developments have come from our member
companies in Germany.
The trenchless technologies and the rehabilitation of supply and sewage lines offer technical,
economical and ecological opportunities. We try therefore with the slogan: “Why dig trenches,
when there are better solutions?”, to convey to representatives of municipalities, companies
and politicians, the alternatives offered by trenchless technologies, to conventional construction
methods. We invite you to visit our Made in Germany pavilion to see many innovative technologies
on offer.
We would also invite you to join us in Germany for NO-DIG BERLIN 2017, 28 - 31 March, held in
conjunction with the Water Berlin International – the biggest water event in Germany.
We wish you an enjoyable visit to TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017.

www.gstt.de

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 	
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GENERAL INFORMATION
OPENING TIMES

CATERING

Monday 13 March
Tuesday 14 March

Catering is available to all exhibitors, delegates and visitors
during the conference coffee and lunch breaks. Please see the
conference programme on page 48-49 for timings.

10.30-18.30
10.30-18.00

SHOW MANAGEMENT OFFICE
The show management office is located at the registration area.

ADMISSION

LOST PROPERTY
Any articles found should be handed into the show management
office.

The organisers reserve the right to refuse any person admission.
Entrance is strictly subject to satisfactory completion of the
registration requirements. Entrance to the exhibition areas is TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 is organised by Westrade
free to all trade visitors. Visitors under the age of 16 will not be Group Ltd. The company has been organising NO-DIG and
TRENCHLESS events since the inaugural International NO-Dig
permitted without the organisers’ specific permission.
was held in London in 1985. The company has subsequently
staged events in the UK, Middle East, Far East, Australasia,
South Africa and India.
Canvassing for orders by an unauthorised person is strictly
prohibited and in any such case, expulsion will be immediate. Westrade Group Ltd
T: +44 (0) 845 094 8066
The distribution or display of printed or other placards, 112-114 High Street
F: +44 (0) 870 429 9275
handbills, circulars or other articles, except by exhibitors within Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire
trenchless@westrade.co.uk
the confines of their own stand, is prohibited.
WD3 1AQ United Kingdom
www.westrade.co.uk

ORGANISERS

CANVASSING

PLATINUM SPONSOR STATEMENTS
Abu Dhabi Sewerage
Services Company (ADSSC)
We support Trenchless Middle East as we are one of the biggest
clients in the region who use trenchless technology in our
contracts.
Trenchless technology means that the environmental disturbance
is minimized and social disruption to traffic and pedestrians is
also minimized. The best example of the trenchless application
is STEP – tunnelling is a type of trenchless technology. By being
part of the conference and exhibition we are promoting the
applications of best practice and showing our success in this
sector to other interested parties.

DCI India Private Limited
The Trenchless Middle East Show has been a rare crucible in
the region for utility owners, project planners, construction
contractors and equipment providers in the Trenchless industry
and remains platform for showcasing the latest technology,
construction techniques and projects testing the limits of
technology. The show is a magnet for the professionals from far
& near who at times travel long distances to be a part of this
mega event.

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
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International Amaroon Co Ltd
We support Trenchless Middle East, Dubai because it is one
of best platform to promote and demonstrate Trenchless
Technologies services. AramoonGroup have great experience in
this event were we meet industries experts around the Globe
and our target clients from GCC, (Contractors, Consultants and
Government Authorities). We will continue supporting this event
and invite our potential clients and business associates to take
part of this great event in Dubai.

Vermeer Middle East FZCO
It became one of our marketing rituals to participate as
platinum sponsors at Trenchless Middle East, the region’s
largest conference and exhibition focusing entirely on Trenchless
Technology (NDRC).
Being the exclusive dealer for Vermeer products in the Middle
East, we take responsibility to share the historically wellprofound Vermeer Heritage in Trenchless industry and to
introduce the latest solutions we can provide to cater the needs
of the construction and underground industry in the UAE and all
other GCC countries.
Today’s energy demand, the need for clean water, faster
communication and reliable access to electricity requires a
range of equipment that can work in different ground conditions
and in the most rural remote areas or the most congested cities.
Vermeer Middle East FZCO is here to provide all that combined
with a regionally famous after sales service and the largest
hands on stock of spare parts in the region.

NO-DIG WORLD 2017
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
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Condition & Performance Assessment
Take the ﬁeld inspection data along with
the desk ﬆudy information and assess
the condition of the pipelines and the
eﬀect of this on their performance.
Develop solutions, asset management
plans and budgets.

Advanced water modeling
Localization and control of water losses
Water eﬃcient use plans
Water consumption and eﬃciency audits
Maﬆerplan ﬆudies
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
THE PE100+ ASSOCIATION LAUNCHES
AN ON-LINE NO-DIG TECHNICAL GUIDE
PE100 and trenchless technology make a perfect match,
a combination of method and material that complement
each other, resulting in economic, cost-effective and nondisruptive installation and rehabilitation works. One of the
challenges faced by the trenchless industry however, is that
whilst specialist companies and engineers have a detailed
understanding of the different techniques, the same is not true
of many technical staff working for end user organisations such
as engineering consultants, general contractors, utilities and
government bodies.
The PE100+ Association, working in conjunction with its members,
including Borouge and Borealis, has therefore developed an
online guide that will help end user technical staff identify the
most suitable trenchless methods for installing ‘PE100’ high
density polyethylene (HDPE) pressure pipes. The association,
whose aim is to promote a consistent and high level quality in
the production and use of polyethylene for PE100 pipes, is made
up of HDPE producers from around the world.
The new ‘No-Dig Technical Guide’ principally covers new
installation and rehabilitation of existing water and gas pipelines
using trenchless methods. It was developed by the PE100+
Association in collaboration with co-sponsors TEPPFA (The
European Plastic Pipes and Fittings Association); independent

Swedish pipe pressure testing institute Exova; UK-based Radius
Systems and Downley Consultants, an engineering consultancy
specialising in trenchless technology and geosynthetics.
The guide comprises two modules – the design and decision
module and the trenchless methods module. The design and
decision module guides users through a decision-making process
based on the hydraulic capacity and pressure requirements of the
pipeline together with the physical and geotechnical conditions of
the project. It then calculates and recommends the diameter and
SDR (Standard Dimensional Ratio) of the PE100 pipe, together
with identifying feasible installation methods. The trenchless
methods module gives users access to in-depth information to
help them better understand the technicalities and capabilities
of the 11 different installation methods covered in the guide.
For each of method, the guide provides clear information on key
aspects such as installation procedures, required equipments,
an indication of excavation space and access requirements,
design, specifications and planning, together with the relevant
standards and codes of practice. The guide also provides
links to enable the user to contact suppliers of materials
and equipment and to find more information about the
technologies and their applications. The following table provides
a summary of the methods covered by the on-line guide, broken
down by application.

Applications and Trenchless Methods included in the No-Dig Guide.
Sewerage and Drainage

Installation
Type

Water Mains

New
Pipeline
Installation

HDD
Impact Moling
Mole Ploughing

Pipeline
Rehab.

Close-fit lining
Sliplining
Pipe bursting
Pipe splitting
Pipe extraction

Cable Ducts

HDD
Impact Moling
Mole Ploughing

Gas Mains

Gravity

Pressure
(Rising Mains)

HDD
Impact Moling
Mole Ploughing

Pilot tube
microtunnelling

HDD
Impact Moling
Mole Ploughing

Close-fit lining
Sliplining
Pipe bursting
Pipe splitting
Pipe extraction

Pipe bursting
Pipe splitting
Pipe reaming

Close-fit lining
Sliplining
Pipe bursting
Pipe splitting
Pipe extraction

The full version of the guide is available at www.pe100plus.com/PE-Pipes/No-Dig-technical-Guide/r1098.html
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
TRENCHLESS RULES IN MIDDLE EAST
Underground infrastructures are increasingly forming the
arteries of our global society. With reliable trenchless technology,
Herrenknecht has been paving the way for underground
networks for utility tunnels for almost 40 years now.
In the Middle East region trenchless technology is commonly
well-known and established as state-of-the-art technology,
in particular for sewer construction. Contractors, engineers
and consultants are familiar with trenchless methods. This
is the result of 30 years of hard work to get engineers and
contractors convinced about the technology and the benefit
they can get out of it.

have been in operation
for the construction of approx.
25 kilometers of deep main
collectors and of 45km of
pipe jacked link sewers. In
Doha,
two
Herrenknecht
EPB machines with an outer
STEP Project, Abu Dhabi, jacking frame diameter of 4.5m have built
installation in launch shaft
almost 9.5km tunnel for
the so-called Abu Hamour Southern Outfall Project, a
comprehensive drainage system to cover an area of 170 km²
with a population of half a million people.

The main topic in the region
are sewage disposal and
flood protection. The cities
and industrial zones need
innovative
sewerage
and
drainage systems. With the
rising number of projects
STEP Project, Abu Dhabi, AVN 2400
executed
with
trenchless
lowered in launch shaft
technology, involved parties
became more and more aware of trenchless possibilities,
for tunneled as well as for pipeline installations. Projects with
high public interest even increased this effect. The realized
Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Program (STEP) in Abu Dhabi
is an example for a sustainable deep sewer system. A total of
fourteen Herrenknecht machines (from OD 975 mm to 6,950 mm)

Abu Hamour Southern Outfall project, Doha, EPB 3700 breakthrough
of Al Rawda – West Tunnel, 4,376

STEP Project, Abu Dhabi, View into the finished tunnel

Contact:
Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems LLC
Swen Weiner
Weiner.Swen@herrenknecht.de
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P.O. Box 92579
Mussafah Industrial Area M9, Plot 119
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirater

Phone +971 255 29900
Fax +971 255 29955
www.herrenknecht.com
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Full Range
Abu Dhabi modernized its wastewater network
in the Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Programme –
STEP. We have delivered 8 AVN Machines, 6 EPB
Shields, a segment production plant, additional
equipment and expert personnel.

Full Service
As in Abu Dhabi, we contribute to our
customers’ project success worldwide
with complete service packages.

Full Power
14 Herrenknecht TBMs (Ø 960–6,950 mm)
excavated a total of 70 km of tunnel. Our
EPB Shields consistently achieved
200 meters per week.

Contractors:
Samsung C&T Corporation
Impregilo S.p.A.
Ed. Züblin AG

Pioneering Underground Technologies
www.herrenknecht.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS

Despite market challenges, KMG was able to secure a number
of projects in the UAE with regard to Cleaning, CCTV and
Rehabilitation, as it has concluded work on lines with a total
amount of 55 Km of various diameters from 150 to 1200mm.
KMG has also secured the exclusivity relationship with
RelineEurope Germany with respect to the supply of CIPP
Alphaliner material to the UAE. In addition KMG continues to
support a stable relationship with SPR Ribloc Australia, which
was established in 1997, with regard to the supply of Spiral
Wound System in the Middle East.
KMG aspires to develop its business scope to include the region
of Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

TRENCHLESS CROATIA, ZAGREB

DATE TO BE CONFIRMED

Westrade Group is pleased to announce a series of trenchless Summit events,
designed to assist the international community with educational and interactive
forums that present comprehensive and up to the minute information on the very
latest in trenchless techniques.
The format will comprise technical and case study presentations alongside
exhibits from sponsoring organisations. All catering breaks are held in the
exhibition area, affording maximum integration between delegates,
sponsors and exhibitors.
Headline Modules:
Introduction to Trenchless Technology
A general overview of all trenchless methods from new installations
renewal and rehabilitation.
Horizontal Directional Drilling – HDD
An insight into HDD equipment, the capabilities, drilling fluids and basic planning.
Trenchless Pipeline Rehabilitation Methods
An insight into the methods for rehabilitating water and wastewater pipelines,
diameter and length considerations, choice of materials and methodologies.
Pipe Bursting
The equipment, capabilities and planning considerations.

Register your interest now – please contact Paul Harwood pharwood@westrade.co.uk
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PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
KMG Pipe rehabilitation Emirates LLC was established in Abu Dhabi in 1997, providing
Professional Trenchless Pipe Rehabilitation Services in the Middle East Region.
KMG Emirates, under the management of its Managing Director Mr. Bahij Al-Hassooni is one of
the well-known companies in the field of Pipe Rehabilitation in the Middle East. KMG has extensive
experience in Rehabilitation Technologies provided by world-known companies such as: “CIPP”
of Relineeurope Germany and “Spiral Wound” Lining from SPR-Rib Loc Australia. Moreover, KMG
has the ability to execute “Pipe Cleaning” and “Closed Circuit Television Survey CCTV” before and
after rehabilitation in addition to “Patch Repair”, using the most advanced technology in this field.
Till now, KMG has completed many projects of Rehabilitation; over 100 km of sewer line in various
sizes between 150-1600 mm diameter have been lined successfully – applying Rib Loc and CIPP
Technologies. Moreover, cleaning work of sewer and storm pipe lines of more than 600 Km in
addition to CCTV Survey work of around 400 Km.

New by KMG is the consultation and service department.
After this long and extensive experience in this field, KMG is set to utilize its expertise
and widen its rehabilitation services by offering clients two more main services:
Consultation:
• Consultation to facilitate choosing the right
and cost effective method of rehabilitation.
• Assistance in budgeting and tender estimation.
• Drafting and preparing of contract agreements.

The Service Center:
• Rental of machinery, cameras and equipment for
Rehabilitation, Cleaning and CCTV work.
• Prompt and efficient Repair and Maintenance of
IBAK CCTV Cameras; Conventional and Panoramo.

KMG is prequalified and approved by Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company (ADSSC)
and many other Municipalities and Authorities.
KMG Emirates is seeking partners in the Middle East to share with them these technologies
and transfer the know-how. Also, supply of Equipment and Material is entrusted by KMG.

KMG Pipe Rehabilitation Emirates L.L.C is the partner you can trust.

P O Box 43815
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
Phone +971 2 6766004
E-mail: kpre@kmg-emirates.ae
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
AN AUSTRALIAN FIRST: RELINING OF A
DN 225 PVC WATER MAIN WITH PRIMUS LINE®
With the increasing deterioration of water mains throughout
the world, traditional open trench replacement can be a time
consuming and costly process, especially with difficult to access
pipes. Innovative solutions are emerging to provide quick and
cost-effective alternatives. Although the Primus Line® system
has been used in Europe over the past 15 years, the first
installation in Australia was conducted in March 2016 for the
Lismore City Council, in the companies approach to roll out the
product globally.

The installation was planned to be performed in two sections
with 170 m and 290 m. In a first step, the pipe was secluded
from the network, three excavation pits were erected, and the
scour valve at the bottom was removed. A pipe cut-out of 2 m
was created to get access to the host pipe. Subsequently, a
CCTV inspection was performed to assess the condition of the
host pipe, but also produce the rope connection between the
start pits and the destination pit. The condition assessment

Primus Line® is a flexible sliplining solution for the trenchless
rehabilitation of pressure pipes and has been certified by the
Australian Water Quality Centre according to AS/NZS 4020:2005.
The system consists of a flexible Kevlar® reinforced liner and
specifically developed end fittings. Due to the product’s flexibility,
long insertion lengths of 1,000 m and more in one single step are
feasible and multiple bends of up to 45 degree can be traversed.
Since the product is installed lose-fit into the host pipe, the
installation process can be performed with up to 400 m/h. Due
to a low wall thickness of only 6 mm for PN 16, the hydraulic
capacity is reduced only minimally compared to sliplining with
HDPE-100 SDR 11 (Figure 1).
Figure 2: Comparison of inner available diameter between sliplining with DN 180
HDPE-100 SDR 11 versus Primus Line DN 203 PN 35

Figure 1: Capacity gain with Primus Line over HDPE-100 SDR 11

FIRST PROJECT IN NSW
The Lismore City Council was confronted with the rehabilitation
of a leaking DN 225 uPVC Class 9 water main located at Elizabeth
Street. The first section of the pipe runs downhill into a gully with
a length of 170 m and a height difference of approximately 35 m
where a scour valve is located. The second section runs from
the scour valve uphill with a total length of 290 m and a height
difference of almost 50 m. The pipe coverage was up to 3.8 m and
power supply lines were in proximity to the construction site.
Therefore, the Lismore City Council was looking for a trenchless
solution that could repair the leaking pipe, increase the pressure
rating to 16 bar and maintain as much of the hydraulic capacity
as possible.
Orion Group (now part of Mainmark Civil & Mining Services)
was the successful bidder for this project proposing the Primus
Line® system. The alternatively proposed sliplining with HDPE
would have reduced the diameter to 147.2 mm (Figure 2).

18
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revealed two damaged sections of the uPVC host pipe that were
repaired with patch liners. Furthermore, the inspection revealed
multiple 15 degree bends in the route of the pipeline that were
not accounted for in the as-built drawings. Due to the liner’s
flexibility, the installation could commence without any variation.
The liner with an OD = 203 mm, a corresponding ID = 191 mm
and a nominal pressure rating of 35 bar, was manufactured in
Germany and coiled pre-folded onto two timber transport reels.
The installation was realized with approximately 4 m/min. After
the liner was tension-free, compressed oil-free air of 0.5 bar
was applied to turn the liner
into round shape. The four end
fittings equipped with flanges
AS 4087 PN 16 were installed
under the supervision of a
Primus Line technician and
mounted to a flange coupling
adaptor at the PVC host pipe.
Finally, the line was disinfected, pressure tested and reintegrated
into the water main network. The service life of this water main
was extended by at least 50 years.

About the author: Andreas Gross
Head of International Business Development
Rädlinger primus line GmbH
andreas.gross@primusline.com
Phone: +49-9971-4003-240

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
WATER MAIN RENEWAL IN GIJÓN, SPAIN
In 2012, the local water provider, Empresa Municipal de Aguas
de Gijón (EMA), was confronted with yearly water losses of
754,224 cubic meters at one of their major trunk mains. This
reflects a 15 % water loss at the pipeline in question. The cast
iron water main DN 500, which was built in the 1950s, runs from
La Camocha to the water treatment station in Roces in Northern
Spain. EMA Gijón had the choice to abandon the pipeline and
receive water from another supplier for a significantly higher
price or reinstate the existing water main. The section of the cast
iron water main that was in need of rehabilitation has a total
length of 2,562 m. Along the pipeline route, there are numerous
homeowners and farmers which would have been affected by
traditional rehabilitation methods. The water provider would
have been challenged to receive building permits from the
affected parties which could have resulted in a long, strenuous
and costly process. In order to achieve quick results with little
intrusion into people’s daily lives and also consider economic
aspects, EMA Gijón decided to deploy trenchless technologies
for this task.

The Primus Line product was manufactured at the company’s
headquarters in Germany. The five installation sections with a
length of 558 m, 528 m, 305 m, 458 m, and 713 m were pre-folded
at the factory and coiled onto five transport drums. Optionally,
the materials could have also been coiled onto only two drums,
however, considering the confined space requirements on-site,
smaller and more manageable drums were selected. The custom
cut materials were trucked from Germany to the construction
site in Northern Spain beginning of May. The installation of the
materials was performed by the trenchless specialist SinzaTec
with installation speeds of up to 10 m/min, after the cast iron
water main had been cleaned with scrapers and rubber discs.
The installation of the liner as well as the end fittings was
achieved in as little as three weeks.

Loading of the first of five transport drums at the Primus Line factory

Compared to conventional methods, significant cost and time
savings could be realized due to a fast installation as well as
little equipment requirements on-site. In addition, the work
could be performed almost unnoticed by residents because of
Installation of the pre-folded Inliner with up to 10 m/min
the minimally invasive method. As a result, the water supply is
End of February 2014, the consortium UTE Camocha which is secured by at least 50 years.
composed of the companies Comsa and Sardesa was awarded
with the rehabilitation works of the DN 500 cast iron water main
with an operating pressure of 10 bar. In order to minimize the
effect of the construction works for citizens, the installation
About the author: Andreas Gross
should mainly be performed through already existing
Head of International Business Development
maintenance chambers. Thus, long installation lengths were
Rädlinger primus line GmbH
required. The consortium decided to deploy the Primus Line
andreas.gross@primusline.com
technology for this challenging task.
Phone: +49-9971-4003-240
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International Trenchless Technology Events
NO-DIG ROAD SHOWS 2017/18

22 June 2017 – Reading
19 October 2017 – Leeds, including the UKSTT Awards
Date to be confirmed – London
Date to be confirmed – Belfast
These popular one day events comprise an exhibition alongside an educational seminar programme compiled by
the UKSTT. Locations are selected in consultation with utility companies who are interested in expanding their training
programmes by attending these practical and informative events.

www.westrade.co.uk

trenchless@westrade.co.uk

TRENCHLESS CROATIA 2017
Date to be confirmed

A two day seminar and exhibition to assist the trenchless community with educational and
interactive forums that present comprehensive and up to the minute information on the very latest
trenchless techniques. The programme format is structured to create an educational atmosphere that encourages the
exchange of information and experiences, while networking with like-minded industry colleagues.

www.westrade.co.uk

trenchless@westrade.co.uk

TRENCHLESS WORLD CONGRESS 2017
25-27 September 2017
Medellin, Colombia

Hosted by the Colombian Institute for Subterranean Infrastructure Technologies and Techniques
(CISTT). Trenchless World Congress is part of ISTT Trenchless in Americas and will include a
comprehensive conference programme assembled by ISTT and CISTT. The congress will showcase machinery and
products from around the world and offer suppliers an opportunity to market their products at this highly focused event
which regularly attracts visitors from all over the world.

www.westrade.co.uk

trenchless@westrade.co.uk

TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018

10th International Conference and Exhibition
7-8 May 2018
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018 is the tenth event in this outstanding series and for the second time
will be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The event is the major international gathering for trenchless
technologists to meet and discuss the latest industry developments. The Conference and Masterclass will be presented
by the International Society for Trenchless Technology (ISTT). The programme will be designed to assist the international
community with an educational and interactive forum that presents comprehensive and up to the minute information on
the very latest in trenchless techniques.

www.trenchlessasia.com
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by the industry’s world experts
NO-DIG LIVE 2018

14th Biennial Exhibition, Live Demonstrations and Seminars
18-20 September 2018
Peterborough Arena, Peterborough, UK
NO-DIG LIVE is the UK’s major biennial event showcasing trenchless technology and the very
best products and services applied to the new installation and refurbishment of underground utilities. NO-DIG LIVE is
not just another exhibition – it’s also a live working environment and the only forum where manufacturers and product
suppliers can display and demonstrate products at an event which is truly focused on trenchless technology.

www.nodiglive.co.uk

trenchless@westrade.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2018
ISTT’s 36th International Conference and Exhibition
8-9 October 2018
Cape Town, South Africa

Following the success of the SASTT’S inaugural Conference and Exhibition in 2011 and the
follow up event in 2014, the ISTT’s 36th International Conference and Exhibition will be held in Cape
Town, South Africa, 2018. South Africa continues with its huge programme of infrastructure installations and is carrying
out extensive repairs to ageing underground services across the country.
The event will be hosted by the Southern African Society for Trenchless Technology (SASTT).

www.nodigsouthafrica.com

trenchless@westrade.co.uk

TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2019

11th International Conference and Exhibition
March 2019
Jumeirah Beach Conference and Exhibition Centre, Dubai, UAE
The region’s largest and most prestigious meeting for trenchless technology professionals.
This is an ideal platform for exhibitors to introduce products and services to an audience drawn
from the UAE, GCC countries and across the MENA region.
The two day exhibition will be complimented by a conference programme organised in conjunction with the ISTT which
will feature local and international industry experts. The programme will provide educational and interactive forums and
an exciting platform for delegates to learn, debate, share knowledge and network with like minded industry colleagues.

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com

trenchless@westrade.co.uk
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INSPIRING TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES

TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY
simply going underground

NEW PIPE INSTALLATION

Soil displacement bores
GRUNDOMAT

Steel pipe ramming
GRUNDORAM

HDD
GRUNDODRILL

PIPE RENEWAL

Dynamic pipe bursting
GRUNDOCRACK

Static pipe bursting
GRUNDOBURST
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i
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2017
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TRACTO-TECHNIK UK Ltd
Tel.:+44 (0)1234.342 566· info@tt-uk.co.uk · www.TRACTO-TECHNIK.co.uk
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EXHIBITOR NEWS

During the last few years, the challenge of installing underground
utilities by HDD have increased many fold. Increasingly, the
underground is becoming more crowded forcing planners
to install utilities deeper and with tighter tolerances. Tight
tolerances are further compounded by active interference
generated from power lines, traffic loops, cathodic protection of
pipes and cell towers to name a few.

FALCON INNOVATION
As a leader in the HDD industry, DCI has
taken a new and revolutionary approach
to tackle active interference using Falcon
technology. The Falcon receiver measures
job site noise (interference) and clearly
displays up to nine bands of frequencies
to select from. Customers choose the
two quietest bands which can then be paired with a single
transmitter. This capability allows a crew to complete more
HDD projects at greater depths in environments with high
active interference.

HOW DOES DIGITRAK FALCON WORK?
The Falcon receiver uses DigiTrak’s familiar menus and
navigation to achieve a new level of field performance.
The built-in frequency optimizer scans for noise between
4.5kHz and 45kHz and visually represents noise profiles on
nine frequency bands. Customers can then
select the two quietest bands and pair
them to the Falcon transmitter. In areas
with extreme interference, engage Max
Mode for maximum performance.

Digital Control Inc., is headquartered in Seattle, Washington, USA and serves its customers through a global network of dealers
which are supported by DCI offices in Australia, China, Germany, India and Russia.

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 	
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Old
Faithful.
1 Transmitter.
1 Frequency.

One transmitter. One locator. For every job.
Trying to accurately navigate the drill head in active interference can be
frustrating and result in lost time and productivity. Increase your crew’s
confidence with the industry’s first programmable, wideband transmitter.
Introducing the Falcon F2 and the Falcon F5 wideband
transmitter. A single Falcon transmitter offers hundreds of
frequencies that can be optimized to address the most demanding job
site challenges. For more information visit us at www.digital-control.com.

Simplicity. Precision. Speed. Fantastic.

©2016 Digital Control Incorporated. All rights reserved.
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New
Fantastic.
Programmable
Transmitter.

Industry leaders. Passionate visionaries. And genuinely nice guys.
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SEE US IN
E
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13 AT 6 P.M.
RECEPTION , 3/

DRIVEN FOR CUSTOMER SUCCESS

{ ESTABLISHED IN 1973 }

Since inception, Akkerman has grown with the evolution of our industry demands. We
offer pipe jacking, microtunneling, guided boring and earth pressure balance systems
to address each project’s pipe specications, ground conditions and complexities.
We present solutions to keep your equipment relevant to industry requisites project
after project. Contact a sales engineer to pair the best options with your requirements.

Learn more >> akkerman.com | +1 (800) 533.0386
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2018

TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018
Exhibition Hall 5
Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre, Malaysia
7-8 May 2018

International Exhibition and Conference
Featuring:
• Trenchless Technology
• Underground Infrastructure
• Pipeline Technologies
Official Event Supporters:

KeTTHA
Organised by

|

JPP

Supported by

International Society For
Trenchless Technology

|

IWK

|

Platinum Sponsor

CIDB
Official Media
Partner

|

MWA

|

BEM

Media Partners

German Society For
Trenchless Technology

www.trenchlessasia.com
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
SHAPING A NEW FUTURE:

TRAILBLAZING INNOVATION FOR THE
TRENCHLESS REHABILITATION OF POTABLE WATER PIPES
Seen from space, the water supply on Earth looks endless. Around
70% of the planet’s surface is covered with water. However, this
impression is misleading: only 3% of all the resources consist of
fresh water, and half of that is locked in the ice at the polar caps.
So does that mean that we are handling our drinking water
carefully? No. In the major cities around the world, in particular,
outdated pipe systems are still used, maintenance work is
postponed and leaks are ignored. “In this way, millions and
millions of litres seep away unused into the ground,” explained
Dr. Nils Füchtjohann, Head of Research & Development at
SAERTEX multiCom®. Let’s take Rio de Janeiro as an example:
around 37% of the drinking water in the Brazilian city is wasted
every year due to leaking pipes and hydrants.
Dr. Füchtjohann has been concerned with this problem for
several years. The 40-year-old has been working for SAERTEX
multiCom® since 2008, and the breakthrough came last year.
With his team, Dr. Füchtjohann has developed a trailblazing
innovation: the SAERTEX-LINER® H2O. The UV curable GRP liner
is used for the trenchless rehabilitation of potable water pipes
from DN 200 to DN 1,000 mm and is therefore unique. “With
our technology, we can rehabilitate up to 320 metres of potable
water pipes in an extremely short time, even under the harshest
conditions,” he said. All that is needed is to excavate an access to
the faulty pipe and then to rehabilitate it with SAERTEX-LINER®
H2O using the classic installation process. Any processing
or mixing of resins on the building sites can be dispensed
with entirely, because the liner is already impregnated at the
company’s own plant, which is certified to ISO 9001.

The procedure has already gained approval for the USA, Germany,
Brazil, Poland and Russia and is being presented officially to the
international market for the first time at IFAT in Munich. “Our
aim is not only to offer new possibilities to the inhabitants of

INSTALLATION PROCESS

1. Access to the leaking pipe is created
2. SAERTEX-LINER ® H2O is pulled in.

3. Pressurization and curing with UV light.

In this way, SAERTEX multiCom® ensures that both man and the
environment are protected against any unnecessary burdens
due to resins or chemicals. At the same time, this installation 4. The rehabilitated pipe is reconnected and service is restored.
process excludes any impurities due to dirt, liquids or lubricants
and also eliminates any bacteria. The pipe can be connected to major cities like Rio de Janeiro, but to give access to hygienically
the network again after just a short time.
clean drinking water to people all over the world. And to do so
in an environmentally friendly and sustainable way,” said Dr.
Füchtjohann. After all, our water resources are limited – even if
a look down at Earth from space seems to promise the opposite.
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
REDUCT INTRODUCES MODULES FOR
INCLINATION AND FLOOR FLATNESS ASSESSMENT
Reduct introduces a new range of software modules to accurately
measure and report inclination of (gravity) sewers and flatness
and levelling of industrial flooring. The new modules are
available for most of the existing mapping probe models. In
addition, several new accessories have been developed to adapt
existing probe for inclination assessment, such as the swivel
head for the ABM-80.
Based on its tried and tested 3D
pipeline mapping technology,
the new solutions provide
Figure 1: ABM-80 with the swivel head
the user easy to use and
efficient systems, as well as
industry specific reporting formats that reduce reporting and
hand-over time.

Assuming an average segment length of 60m (200 feet), the
probes can measure up to 1,200 linear meters (4,000 linear feet)
per hour.
Existing level profilers only measure straight line inclination.
Reduct’s 3D probes have two important additional features:
• High-definition tilt (roll) data.
• Ability to measure curved segments.

“The new modules have been developed in direct response
to customer questions and suggestions”, said Otto Ballintijn,
Managing Director of Reduct. “It is particularly exciting for us
because they add new segments to our traditional target market.
We continue to value the feedback from customers and others
alike to further explore practical applications and solutions for
our unique technology.”
The most common applications of the new systems are
gravity sewers (pre/post-relining or installation), random or
defined traffic floors, elevated slabs, roads and runways, or any
slab-like surface.
For further information, visit us at Stand 65.

Graph 1: Floor flatness measurement of a 56m long segment.
Results are of two measurements in opposite direction.
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Best International Expo Beijing Co.,LTD is a professional company which is
engaged in the international exhibition organization. We mainly handle top NO DIG
exhibition projects. We organized lots of Chinese companies to attend trenchless
Asia in Singapore and Malaysia, Trenchless Middle east in Dubai, No DIG INDIA show
in Indian, Trenchless Philippines and NO DIG LIVE in UK. Now we are going to attend
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017 in Dubai. TRENCHLESS INDONESIA 2017,
TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018 in Malaysia and so on.

Welcome all clients come to visit our company.

EVENTS CALENDAR
序号

国家

城市

展会名称

展会周期

展出时间

1

阿联酋

w迪拜

2017年中东国际非开挖技术展览会
(TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017)

二年一届

3月13-14日

2

德国

柏林

2017年德国国际非开挖技术展览会
(NO-DIG BERLIN 2017)

二年一届

3月28-31日

3

美国

华盛顿

2017年美国非开挖技术展览会
(NASTT NO DIG SHOW 2017参观及市场考察)

一年一届

4月9-13日

4

印尼

雅加达

2017年印尼国际非开挖技术展览会
(TRENCHLESS INDONESIA 2017)

一年一届

8月30-31日

5

澳大利亚

昆士兰

2017年澳大利亚国际非开挖技术展览会
(NO-DIG DOWN UNDER 2017)

二年一届

9月12-15日

6

哥伦比亚

麦德林

2017年哥伦比亚国际非开挖展览会
(NO-DIG MED 2017)

二年一届

9月25-27日

7

菲律宾

马尼拉

2017年菲律宾国际非开挖技术展览会
(TRENCHLESS PHILIPPINES 2017)

一年一届

11月16-18日

8

伊朗

伊斯法罕

2017年伊朗国际非开挖技术展览会
(TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY 2017)

一年一届

12月6-8日

9

印度

新德里

2017年印度国际非开挖技术展览会
(NO-DIG INDIA 2017)

一年一届

12月8-9日

10

马来西亚

吉隆坡

2018年亚洲第十届（马来西亚）国际非开挖技术展览会
(TRENCHLESS ASIA 2018)

二年一届

5月7-8日

11

南非

比勒陀利亚

2018年南非第四届国际非开挖技术展览会
(NO DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2018)

二年一届

9月17-19日

Contact us:
Phone: +86 -10 65478400

Contact Person: Lexi DI

Address: Room1007, BlockB,

Fax: +86 10 85376422

Mob: +86 18910184986

Huawenguoji Building, No.15,

Web: www.bestexpo.cn

Email: 2060703778@qq.com

Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
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EXHIBITOR NEWS
Blue Hat Services are a specialist consultant company for Ground The Safe Rail System provides a fast and non-destructive solution
Penetrating Radar applications and is an associated company to for inspecting railway ballast for renewal or maintenance.
Drilline Products, who are one of the leading suppliers of GPR
systems globally.
By using the SRS system the
track operator can use the
As the industry moves forward with more and more data, there information output to reliably
is real need to collect data at the planning stage to save both calculate improvement works
time and money by choosing the right equipment and method and improve maintenance
for the project. Blue Hat uses its 30 plus years of experience quality. This high speed radar
in specialised GPR applications to help you plan the correct system, up to 300 km/h,
approach.
comprises of 3 or 4 antennas
which can be easily mounted on any carriage or locomotive.
The IBIS-FS is a system based on microwave Interferometry
technology for remote static and dynamic monitoring of bridges The dedicated software can process the data to show continuous
and structures, such as buildings, bridges and towers.
mapping of ballast thickness as well as locating areas of poor
bearing capacity, known as ballast packets. It will also show the
IBIS-FS is a unique and totally
difference between clean and fouled ballast and detect possible
new solution in this field
drainage problems
of application bring many
advantages over traditional
The Stream C is a compact
instruments for monitoring
array solution for real-time
and supplies real time data
3D mapping of underground
on structural vibration and
utilities and features.
natural frequencies.
Thanks to the systems
Real time remote sensing can be achieved up to a distance of increased level of accuracy
1km with no requirement for equipment to be installed on the provided by a massive antenna
monitored structure. Accurate measurement displacements of array, the Stream-C can detect pipes and cables in both directions
as little as 0.01mm @ 1km range, no standard instrument can with a single pass of the GPR.
achieve this level.
Daily use of the Stream-C is aided by features including electronic
The Hi-Pave is a ground penetrating radar solution designed for ride height adjustment, options to tow manually or with a small
high speed assessment surveys.
vehicle and a motor assisted
drive wheel. The system when
The system can operate with up
towed can obtain data up to a
to 8 antennas, and at the same
maximum speed of 5 Km/h.
time providing a complete
assessment of road conditions.
The system has been designed
It can evaluate the pavement
to enable the user to cover
status for new roads and
survey areas quickly, this is
asphalt areas of construction
achievable because the system is operating with 34 separate
which can compare the grade
channels, enabling the best quality results possible. The solution
and sub grade against the design specifications. It can be used to includes double polarized (VV and HH) antennas, this enables
periodically monitor road and runway conditions for preventative the Stream-C to travel in a single direction but collect the data
maintenance works
for both the longitudinal and transversal pipes detection.
GRED HD 3D CAD provides highly interactive and efficient
management of large quantities of data. The results can be
transferred to CAD (AutoCAD or Microstation) or GIS either
by using an interactive
link or at the end of the
Together with Blue Hat Services experience the Hi-Pave system work session; in the latter
can be an excellent system to plan runway maintenance case, the GEOMAP module
programmes to avoid unnecessary emergency works which a automatically generates the
problem occurs.
final cartographic output.
Condition assessments achievable include pavement thickness
measurements, surface base and sub-base road course
assessment, airport runway condition and detection of voids,
cavities and delamination.
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gpr consulting services

UK Tel: +44 (0)1953 600600
UAE Tel:
+971 55776 4391
sales@bluehatservices.co.uk

Specialist Consultants
for GPR Applications
Structural Monitoring n Runway Analysis
Railway Investigation n Utility 3D Mapping
Consulting n Planning n Service n Support n Training
Blue Hat Services provides planning, support, service and training to the
civil engineering sector, data collected by using our systems and services
can be used to save time and money at the planning stage of your project.

Get in Touch
Call us (UK) +44 (0)1953 600600 (UAE) +971 55776 4391
Email - sales@bluehatservices.co.uk
www.bluehatservices.co.uk
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CASE STUDIES
NAYLOR – VCP JACKING PIPE –
MADE IN THE UK, INSTALLED WORLDWIDE
Naylor Drainage is part of a fourth generation family business
based in Yorkshire, UK. The company was founded as a clay pipe
manufacturer in 1890 and the business currently employs some
400 people across 6 sites in England and Scotland. Considerable
growth over recent years has seen Naylor diversify and launch
new products and Naylor’s activities now encompass different
materials and products to service the drainage and ducting
markets as well as the sewerage market where vitrified clay
pipes (VCP) have traditionally been used.
126 years since the company’s foundation, Naylor remains
committed to VCP manufacture. Many of clay’s advantages
are self-evident: clay has proven durability, having been used
in drainage pipe manufacture since ancient Roman times, and
clay pipes have been tried and tested over hundreds and even
thousands of years of service (indeed, for design purposes, clay
can be assumed to have an infinite life).

More recently, the fact that clay is a sustainable, environmentally
friendly material has added to its appeal. The raw materials used
in clay drainage manufacture are clays and shales, which are
entirely natural and in abundant supply; no harmful additives
or admixtures are required to aid production or to improve the
properties of the finished product and studies of the embodied
energy of clay pipes have concluded that the total energy
required to produce a clay drainage system is significantly lower
than that required by all alternative materials including PVCu,
concrete and cast iron.

ground. At temperatures generally found in public sewers, they
are resistant to damage from effluents and groundwater at pH2–
12. Because clay drainage is able to withstand such aggressive
conditions, it is eminently suitable to use on reclaimed industrial
or commercial development sites.
In service too, clayware has excellent resistance to abrasion and
is unaffected by pipe-cleaning operations, particularly rodding
and high-pressure jetting, which may curtail the operational life
of other materials.
But it is clay’s strength characteristics- both high resistance to
imposed loads as well as high axial strength to withstand jacking
forces- which made it an obvious material for early trenchless
pioneering research for new pipe installation. Naylor’s work in
the 1980’s- with input from leading UK Universities- recognized
VCP’s high compressive strength, which rendered it an ideal
material to meet the high jacking forces required by the
emerging trenchless installation methods. The research included
development of a strong but flush fitting joint, a stainless steel
sleeve and a self-centering compression thrust ring which
allowed jacking forces to be evenly distributed. The resultant
product was Denlok, a high strength vitrified clay jacking pipe
manufactured in DN150-700 (DN800-1200 by arrangement).
VCP’s unique combination of strength and abrasion resistance
makes Denlok ideally suited to a wide variety of trenchless
installation techniques including microtunnelling, guided auger
boring, slip lining and pipe bursting. The high jacking strengths
and low frictional resistance from the dense vitrified clay body
have allowed ever longer drives and ever deeper installations,
notwithstanding high ground water or other challenges.
Indeed, it is supply of Denlok jacking pipe which has driven much
of Naylor’s recent growth- particularly the company’s increase
in its international footprint. 2014 saw the company highlighted
as one of the UK’s 200 fastest growing exporters in the Sunday
Times International Track 200 review; in 2016, it was a finalist
in the European Business Awards. According to Edward Naylor,
Managing Director of Naylor Drainage: “This has been achieved
by focusing on fast growing economies, particularly in the
southern hemisphere.”

FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY

Clay pipes have long been the preferred option in a broad range
of aggressive conditions and can carry all effluents acceptable to
sewage treatment plants. They are unaffected by the presences
of hydrogen sulphide in the pipeline and sulphates in the
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Whilst success is now starting to show for the effort that has
been put in by Naylor’s business development team, one key
driver of international sales growth has been Naylor’s flexibility
in tailoring its offering to specific market requirements. To
optimise container loading, the company can manufacture nonstandard length pipes; the flexibility of its logistics function
allows it to pack smaller pipes inside larger diameter pipes. The
company’s manufacturing processes are also flexible: Naylor
solved a problem at NATREF Refinery, Sasolburg, South Africa
by developing and manufacturing Denchem, a new chemically
resistant variant of the Denlok clay jacking-pipe, with Viton seals
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CASE STUDIES
and stainless steel couplings to deal with high-temperature
and highly alkaline effluent. Denchem’s ability to cope with
continuous highly aggressive liquid and high thermal shock
situations went on to win Naylor two innovation awards: The
Microtunnelling Innovation of the Year Award from Tunnelling
& Trenchless Construction magazine and the UKSTT Award for
Technical Innovation.

progressed new opportunities across the region. Most recently,
Naylor has obtained SPAN approval in Malaysia and Manila
Water approval for the use of Denlok for infrastructure work in
the Philippines.

In essence what all this means is that to achieve a foothold
in these new markets, the Naylor team has had to adapt the
systems in place for most of its ‘usual markets’, accommodate
The company’s adaptability is evident in other areas and this has cultural differences, vary working practices and even develop
allowed Naylor to win two large projects in Saudi Arabia and product modifications to meet the challenges of specific projects.
open up new markets in South East Asia.

ADAPTING TO MIDDLE EAST
BUSINESS CULTURE
Whilst Naylor Drainage has supplied pipes, particularly jacking
pipes, to various markets in the Middle East, Saudi Arabia
historically was a country where the company had little success.
Successful previous operations and existing contacts in the
Middle East region however enabled Naylor to gain leads into
proposed works at two new project sites in the City of Buraidah,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. One project required the installation
of some 7,000 m of DN700; the second was for 6,100 metres of
DN200 to DN900 Denlok jacking pipes in 1 metre and 2 metre
lengths. Naylor was awarded the contract to supply Denlok
jacking pipe onto these 2 key schemes, despite stiff competition
from other clay and concrete pipe suppliers.
Flexible manufacturing was important again. Both projects
needed a lubrication system so Naylor sought advice from a
leading supplier and developed a method of drilling the pipe
wall and fitting lubrication ports in diameters DN400 to DN900.
Manhole connectors were also designed to allow for any
ground movement at the jacking and reception shafts following
completion of the drives.
However, not having worked in Saudi Arabia in recent times,
Naylor had no operational base or product certification in the
country; a process of accreditation was required for both the
projects and the company as a supplier. Naylor had to provide
technical submissions and send product for evaluation and
auditing by the Saudi Arabia Ministry of Water and Electricity,
which has responsibility for sewage operations in the country.
These included site inspection visits by the contractors and
Engineers from the KSA Ministry of Water and Electricity. Their
audit process, carried out at Naylor’s UK manufacturing site at
Cawthorne, Barnsley was successful; collaboration was further
enhanced by Naylor’s willingness to work to different weekly
patterns accommodating differing work day schedules and local
religious festivals within the delivery programme.

MEETING MARKET-SPECIFIC
ASIAN REQUIREMENTS
Similar work has been carried out in South East Asia, where the
testing and certification requirements can vary from country to
country. Naylor has held PUB certification in Singapore for many
years, but the number of Asian approvals and certifications
has increased significantly over the past decade as Naylor has
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USE OF DENLOK ON A CHALLENGING
AUGER BORE ON LONDON’S
CROSSRAIL PROJECT
Crossrail – a new railway line which will be brought into service
from May 2017 – is an innovative high-speed rail route that
will cross London, linking existing Network Rail services from
Reading and Heathrow in the west, and Shenfield and Abbey
Wood in the east. The line has necessitated construction of some
42 km of tunnels and 10 new underground stations.
The Hochtief/Murphy Plumstead to North Woolwich section
utilised two main tunnelling machines, Sophia and Mary, to carry
out 2.9 km drives. As part of the completion operations, Hochtief/
Murphy needed to construct a number of drainage installations
using trenchless techniques within the tunnel network: both
microtunnelling and auger boring systems were utilised at one
time or another.
One particular bore highlighted the challenges effectively. This
particular drive comprised a 37m long installation to connect the
nadir sump (the lowest point in the tunnel section) to the main
drainage rising main in the southern running tunnel between
North Woolwich and Woolwich Arsenal. The nadir sump was
located directly under the centre of the River Thames.
The original plan called for the installation of a 200 mm diameter
drainage pipe to take water from the sump to a pumping station
located in the confines of a crossover tunnel between the two
main running tunnels. The challenges to this relatively short
installation were not small however. First the ground conditions
comprised chalk with significant and very hard flint inclusions.
Second, the location beneath the river meant that the ground
water pressure was expected to be around 4.5 bar. Third, the
launch shaft for the bore was to be located within the confines
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of the crossover tunnel which only allowed around 3m of
manoeuvring room. The shaft position under the centre of the
river meant that the logistics of transporting large items of
equipment several hundred metres into the main tunnel whilst
other finishing works on those tunnels continued were very
difficult. Finally, the reception side of the bore in the sump was a
specially constructed concrete abutment that was designed with
a soft eye into which any bore would hole. This soft eye was close
to the main tunnel invert and this left little room for inaccuracy
in the line and level of the drive. Any installation technique
therefore had to be able to meet all of these circumstances and
still complete the bore successfully.

The only issue was that the Eliminator has an outside diameter
of 406mm, meaning it would only operate to a minimum diameter
of 300mm, as opposed to the original 200mm planned; approval
for the upsizing was sought and obtained from Crossrail.
300mm Naylor Denlok clay jacking pipe was supplied fitted
with an NS type seal. The NS seal is tested by Naylor to 4.5
bar, sufficient to achieve the water-tightness required for the
drive and meet external grout pressures (as the pipe was to be
grouted around the bore annulus).
Accessing the launch shaft was a challenge in itself. To get
machinery and materials into the shaft, first a crane gantry had
to be erected from the southern running tunnel into the cross
passage tunnel. This left little space for much else. Then a
power generator for the shaft pumps and the power pack for
the Akkerman GBM were placed in the north running tunnel next
to the cross passage entry to keep the power feeds as short
as possible.

With accessibility for materials being easier from the southern/
eastern end of the tunnel network, all supplies were lowered
into the tunnel at the Woolwich Arsenal station construction
site. Everything then had to be transported to the nadir sump
site using forklift units with limited lifting capacity. This meant
breaking down the Akkerman into its smallest component parts
After considering the various options, auger boring was before reassembling in the launch shaft.
selected as less equipment needed to be transported, the backup equipment required was much less (as compared to full Once the machine was in place, the Eliminator head was brought
microtunnelling) and there was no requirement for the transport to the launch shaft and set up with the steel jacking casings for
of slurry materials or slurry handling systems into the tunnel the pilot drive. As the drive progressed, new casing sections
network. The auger bore system itself was also smaller and were added to advance the Eliminator through the chalk/flint
less difficult to manoeuvre into the confined working area of the ground. Some 10m short of the holing position, the machine
launch shafts.
was withdrawn to investigate a potential void which may have
caused a misalignment on the drive. Unusually this gave the
Even once this decision was made, a further difficulty arose in that operator a chance to see the Eliminator bore open for inspection.
the ground conditions meant that only a specialist cutter head Once it had been determined that the bore could continue with a
would have any realistic chance of completing the bore through minor modification to Eliminator/jacking casing joint to counter
the heavily flinted ground. An Akkerman Guided Boring Machine any void that might be on the ground, the drive was completed
(GBM) 308A system was selected- it is operated by a three speed successfully.
hydraulic operator controlled motor and is designed to work out
of a minimum 2.5m diameter shaft unit. The augers are hollow The Naylor Denlok pipes were then brought to the launch shaft
to allow the system to be steered using the optical theodolite- from the Woolwich Arsenal station site. Due to the presence
based guidance system which observes a replaceable battery of the grouting tubes, the pipe jacking operation had to be
powered illuminated LED target to maintain line and grade undertaken with great care so as not to snag or damage the
accuracy which is located behind the cutter head; the system has grout pipes.
a design accuracy of 6mm at up to 90m length of bore. To deal
with the ground conditions, the company’s special hard ground Whilst some delays occurred largely due the massive water
cutter-head, the Eliminator was required- a unit equipped with inflow (at times water flows were estimated at in excess of 30
carbide cutter picks to break out hard ground, which has three l/sec into the relatively small 2.5m diameter shaft) as well as
independent steering control devices to maintain line and grade. some very hard flint inclusions in the difficult ground, the pipe
The cutter head is also equipped with a jetting nozzle to increase installation was completed on time and to the accuracy required.
cutting performance and ease spoil removal. Unlike the more This successful installation provides the drainage necessary
conventional pilot auger boring system, the Eliminator acts as to keep Crossrail trains running efficiently for very many
the pilot drive reducing the pilot auger process from a three- years to come.”
stage to a two-stage process. The Eliminator requires 80hp of
hydraulic input horsepower to operate effectively; whilst the
jacking frame thrust capacity is up to 100t, the Eliminator is
designed to operate at up to 20t on the face pressure to allow
the carbide picks to operate effectively.
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CASE STUDIES
HDD AND DUBAI’S NEXT BIG PROJECT

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING USED
FOR UTILITY INSTALLATION ON CANAL PROJECT

Dubai has become home to some of the most ambitious projects Al Naboodah Construction Group (ANCG) was hired to divert
in the world.
utilities on a section of the project. The company accomplished
that task with horizontal directional drilling (HDD) and
It has the world’s tallest building, the largest mall in terms of microtunneling. For the HDD work, ANCG completed 24 bores
total area, the biggest garden and an artificial archipelago that is totaling approximately 7,315 meters (24,000 ft) and often worked
shaped like a palm tree.
within small footprints in areas bustling with activity.
The next big thing in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, is currently
underway. The Dubai Water Canal project is to include the
construction of a 3-kilometer-long (1.9 mi) waterway as well
as thousands of residential and commercial units and public
infrastructure along its banks.
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“The project was a tight corridor with multiple crossings next to
busy roads,” says Alan Welch General Manager (Civil) for ANCG.
“And in two locations there was ongoing piling work for the
bridges across Dubai Canal, giving us an additional challenge
due to all the vibration caused by the sheet piling hammers.”
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EXPERIENCED CONTRACTOR

DUBAI BOOMING

That ANCG was selected for the project should not come as a
surprise. The contractor is based in Dubai and works throughout
the United Arab Emirates and GCC. It has enough crews and
equipment to operate on 10 construction sites simultaneously.
The company says it is the only contractor in the United Arab
Emirates to handle HDD and microtunneling in-house.

The construction business has been good in Dubai in recent
decades. The city has grown greatly physically and culturally
since oil was discovered there in the 1960s. Dubai is now widely
considered a global city, meaning it plays an important role in
the worldwide economic system. Its population in 2015 was 2.45
million people, a 184 percent increase since the start of this
century, according to the Dubai Statistics Center.

Remember that artificial archipelago? It’s called the Palm
Jumeirah, and on that project ANCG bored two subsea service The Dubai Water Canal project could be completed as early as
tunnels each 3 meters (9.8 ft) in diameter and 750 meters 2016. The actual canal is to run from a central business district
to the Persian Gulf. It is to range between 80 and 120 meters
(2,460.6 ft) long to carry high-voltage cables.
(262.5 and 393.7 ft) in width and be 6 meters (19.7 ft) deep. Media
ANCG is part of a family-run conglomerate, with over 13,000 reports say that, counting commercial, residential and public
employees offering a wide range of civil engineering and space, the project will cover 4.68 million square meters (50.4
construction capabilities.
million ft2). It is to include more than 5,300 residential units,
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nearly 1,000 hotel rooms, several hundred retail outlets and ANCG had to complete 24 crossings averaging 305 meters (1,000
restaurants, 60 marinas, a three-level mall with a rooftop park, ft) in four locations. Their work was vital for the timeline of the
new bridges, and walking and cycling paths.
overall project because installations at two of the locations had
to occur before bridges, which were important to relieve traffic
ANCG was charged with installing conduit for several different issues, could be built.
utility lines — HDPE, PE 100 and SDR 11 — in the project. It used
horizontal directional drilling for power and telecommunication “Bridges were planned on top of the HDD route, so it was
cables and irrigation lines. It used microtunneling for critical those locations were completed as soon as possible,”
water mains.
Welch says.
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TIGHT SPACES

“Reclaimers are used on all our HDD projects to reduce cost
and environmental impact,” Welch says. “On this project, excess
Another challenge was the small footprints the crews had to
bentonite from one location was reused at the next location. That
work in and narrow windows downhole they had to place the
meant we only had to dispose of bentonite once, which was at
utility lines.
the end of the project.”
“The utility corridor was extremely narrow,” Welch says. “At
times, up to eight crossings had to be squeezed into a corridor LOTS OF MOVEMENT
only 5 meters (16.4 ft) wide.”
ANCG took an innovative approach to this job by drilling all of
the pilot bores at a single location first before back reaming and
The crew used an optical gyro steering tool to help achieve doing the product pullback. They had a total of 24 crossings at
the accuracy they needed. In terms of the boring machine, four locations. So, if there were six crossings at one location,
ANSS used its Vermeer D300x500 Navigator® horizontal the crew would drill the six pilot bores, and then pull back the
directional drill.
product. That decision was made to limit the time, and therefore
expense, that the gyro steering tool was onsite.
“Considering the limited space available on the sites, the
Vermeer D300x500 was the ideal rig for us as it is an all in one The pilot holes stayed open between seven and 30 days, with
unit, whereas other rigs of its size have separate control cabins an average of 14 days. The drilling fluid was mixed to ensure
and power packs and require large cranes to be positioned,” the holes remained open for extended periods, and if any fluid
Welch comments.
loss was observed, more bentonite was sent downhole. ANCG
accomplished this without any problems.
Ground conditions consisted of medium-dense to dense sand
for the first 14 meters (45.9 ft) that registered N-values ranging Welch says the maneuverability of the self-contained Vermeer
from 18 to 35 on the standard penetration test. Below that was rig proved to be a big asset. He says a trailer or rack-mounted
sandstone that Welch describes as “weak.”
rig usually takes a full day to move and set up. But his crews
could get the D300x500 set up within one hour.
The HDD crew used a 21.6-centimeter (8.5 in) tricone bit and
a 17.1-centimeter (6.75 in) mud motor on the pilot bores. The “The total project took us 170 days,” he says. “We had to move
depth of each crossing was determined by how far under that the rig 48 times — once for each of the pilot bores and then again
section of the future canal, which was yet to be dug, they needed for the product pullback — so if we had used another rig it would
to be. The deepest crossing was 20.5 meters (67.3 ft) below the have taken us at least 48 more days to complete the project.”
existing ground level. The shallowest was 12 meters (39.4 ft).
That helped ANCG play its part in the construction of what will
Depending on the bundles being installed, they used back soon be another iconic project for Dubai.
reamers of 45.7, 50.8, 86.4 and 106.7 centimeters (18, 20, 34 and
42 in.) in diameter.
“What I’m most proud of on this project is completing the work in
a safe manner, on time and to the full satisfaction of the client,”
For drilling fluid they used bentonite with some soda ash to concluded Welch.
increase the pH level of the makeup water. No polymers were
used. ANSS used a Vermeer R300 reclaimer, a Vermeer SA400
high-pressure mud pump to deliver a consistent flow of drilling
fluid and had a Vermeer SA300 mud pump as a backup. They
also used three separation plants to process slurry.
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Tel. No. +971 2 621 5511

TATCO TRADING ESTABLISHMENT

www.ditchwitch.com

info@ditchwitch-uae.com | sales.executive@ditchwitch-saudi.com

Tel. No. +966 54 071 6661

ABU DHABI TRADING ESTABLISHMENT

DitchWitch of UAE and Saudi Arabia will lead the way to the future of Trenching and Drilling Technology, enriching lives around the UAE and Saudi Arabia with the safest
and most responsible ways of directional drilling/trenching techniques. Through our commitment to quality,constant innovation and respect for the regions, we aim
to exceed expectations and has rewarded. Our customers has meet their challenging goals. We will size opportunities and invest in the future. We constantly raise our
standards for dependabilities, reliabilities and customer satisfaction.

8-9 October 2018

Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC)

The ISTT’s 36th Annual International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition will be hosted by
the Southern African Society for Trenchless Technology (SASTT) and is to be held on the
8-9 October 2018 at the Cape Town International Convention Centre (CTICC), South Africa.

The ISTT International No-Dig Conference and
Exhibition is a major forum which brings together
engineers from all over the world. The event will
showcase international machinery, products and
methods and will attract top quality audiences both
internationally and from around the region whose
aim is to expand their knowledge and view the latest
technology for the installation and refurbishment of
underground utilities, with minimum surface disruption.
It will provide a platform to share experiences and to
be updated on the latest products and services used
to locate, inspect, maintain and restore any type of
underground infrastructure.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
The two day international programme will include
speakers from around the world presenting papers on
the latest innovations and techniques, as well as case
study presentations with a regional focus.
Assembled by a technical committee comprising
representatives of SASTT and ISTT, the programme is
always of the highest quality.
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
The International No-Dig Exhibition is the major annual
international gathering for trenchless technologists to
meet and discuss the latest industry developments.

Register your interest now by emailing:
Paul Harwood – pharwood@westrade.co.uk or telephone +44 (0)845 094 8066

www.nodigsouthafrica.com

36th International NO-DIG

Hosted by

International Society For
Trenchless Technology

Southern African Society for
Trenchless Technology
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CONFERENCE PREVIEW
DR DEC DOWNEY, CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN
It is my privilege to welcome you all to the 10th Trenchless Middle East (TME). The commitment
to this show from speakers, exhibitors and delegates is outstanding; it has grown and grown
through the years and meets a real demand for information about products and processes from
utility owners and their engineers and consultants working in the region. It is a great showcase
for international companies bringing their technologies to address local needs.

Dr Dec Downey
Principal,
Trenchless Opportunities
Past Chairman,
International Society for
Trenchless Technology (ISTT)

I know you will enjoy the conference papers; Day 1 will focus on New Construction reflecting the
fast growing level of activity in the region and Day 2 will highlight the opportunities for product
developers and system providers now facing into the challenges of infrastructure renewals in
the Middle East. We are particularly pleased that Dr Sam Ariaratnam, ASCE Pipelines Division
Secretary, Professor and Construction Engineering Programme Chair at Arizona State University
will join us to provide an overview of the global trenchless industry. We are fortunate to have such
a highly skilled and experienced programme of speakers for this event.
For me it is a great pleasure to work with Westrade and its supporters ISTT, GSTT and ICE in the
preparation of this quality exhibition and I look forward to seeing many old friends and new faces
in Dubai over the next few days

International Society
For Trenchless Technology
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CONFERENCE PREVIEW
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY MINI MASTERCLASS
In a first for Trenchless Middle East, past iSTT Chairmen Dr Sam Ariaratnam, Professor of
Engineering at Arizona State University and Dr Dec Downey, Principal at Trenchless Opportunities
Ltd team up once again to deliver a Trenchless Technology mini masterclass for a selected group
of more than 50 engineering student from the region.
The classes arranged for Tuesday 14th March will introduce young engineers to the basic
principles and fundamental economic and environmental benefits of key technologies such
as Microtunnelling, HDD, Pipe Ramming, Auger Boring, Pipe Bursting for new installation and
replacement of existing pipe as well as established rehabilitation methods such as Cured in
Place Pipe, Spray Lining, Spiral Wound Lining, Fold and Form and Close Fit Lining. Students will
also learn about vital supporting technologies including geotechnical and condition assessment
surveys. The programme based on the ISTT Masterclass concept will prepare the students for a
closing session touring the exhibition to check out the equipment and process vendors displaying
their technologies to the regions consultants and contractors.
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Dr Sam Ariaratnam
Professor of Engineering at
Arizona State University
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST 2017
Conference Chairman: Dr Dec Downey, Trenchless Opportunities and Past Chairman, ISTT, UK

Day 1 – Monday 13 March 2017
10.30 REGISTRATION AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
11.00 Session 1
1.1 ADVANCED PIPELINE SERVICES LTD UAE – ACHIEVEMENTS & LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
		

Presenter: Dr Falah Mustafa, Advanced Pipeline Services LLC

1.2 TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
		

Presenter: Prof Samuel Ariaratnam, Arizona State University, Past Chairman ISTT

1.3 TRENCHLESS PRODUCT AND PROCESS DEVELOPMENT – A EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE
		

Presenter: Prof Jens Holterhoff, Technical University Berlin, Germany, Chairman GSTT

12.30 BUFFET LUNCH AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
14.00 Session 2
2.1 SEGMENT LINING IN SMALL DIAMETERS: MACHINE SOLUTIONS AND CASE STUDIES
		

Presenter: Uwe Breig, Herrenknecht AG, Germany

2.2 RISK REDUCTION BY CHOOSING THE DIRECT PIPE METHOD
		
FOR TRENCHLESS PIPELINE INSTALLATION
		

Presenter: Henk Kruse, Deltares, Netherlands

2.3 VITRIFIED CLAY PIPES FOR INSTALLATION BY TRENCHLESS METHODS
		

Presenters: Simon Marsh, Naylor Drainage, United Kingdom

15.15 COFFEE BREAK AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
16.00 Session 3
3.1 ALL TERRAIN HDD NEW INNOVATIONS
		

Presenter: Jamey Shaheen, Ditch Witch Middle East, Lebanon

3.2 PIPE RAMMING APPLICATIONS AND HDD RESCUE
		

Presenter: Matthew Izzard, Tracto Technik-UK, United Kingdom

3.3 ADVANCEMENTS IN HDD WALKOVER LOCATING SYSTEM
		

Presenter: Mohammad Ehteshamul Haque, Digital Control Inc., India

3.4 COST SAVING BENEFITS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
		
FOR USE IN A FLUID RECLAIMER IN HDD OPERATIONS
		

DRINKS RECEPTION
SPONSORED BY

Presenter: Rachel Watson, Elgin Separation Solutions, USA

18.00 DRINKS RECEPTION AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Day 2 – Tuesday 14 March 2017

TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY
STUDENT MASTERCLASS
10:30am – 3pm Marasi Rooms

10.30 REGISTRATION AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
11.00 Session 4
4.1 THE EN ISO11295 FAMILY OF PIPELINE REHABILITATION STANDARDS
		
AND PE100+ NO-DIG GUIDE
		

Presenter: Andy Wedgner, Borouge Pte, Abu Dhabi

4.2 HOW TRENCHLESS REHABILITATION DEPENDS ON EFFECTIVE CONDITION ASSESSMENT
		

Presenter: Tom Sangster, FAE Engineering and Downey Associates JV, Dubai

4.3 REAL CASE STUDIES IN THE REGION FOR PIPE REHABILITATION
		

Presenter: Eng Hamza Ali, International Aramoon, Saudi Arabia

12.45 BUFFET LUNCH AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
14.00 Session 5
5.1 RELINING OF WATER MAINS WITH A KEVLAR® REINFORCED COMPOSITE LINING SYSTEM
		

Presenter: Andreas Gross, Primus Line GmbH, Germany

5.2 SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA:
		
CASE STUDY IN FINDING AND ELIMINATING SALT WATER INFILTRATION
		

Presenter: Chuck Hansen, Electroscan Inc, USA

5.3 SOLUTIONS TO CHALLENGING REHABILITATION PROJECTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST REGION
		

Presenter: Christoph Lindner, Impreg Group, Germany

15.00 COFFEE BREAK AND EXHIBITION VIEWING
16.00 Session 6
6.1 NEW CHALLENGES FOR ADVANCED SEWER MODELLING
		

Presenter: Alfredo Carbonell, Aquageo, Saudi Arabia

6.2 SAERTEX-LINER® H2O LEAD TO ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY OF POTABLE WATER PIPELINES
		

Presenter: Hans Jürgen König, SAERTEX multiCom® GmbH, UAE

6.3 SPIDER MANHOLE INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY
		

Presenter: Pierre Mikhail, Cues Inc., USA

COFFEE BREAKS
SPONSORED BY

17.15 CONFERENCE CLOSE
18.00 EXHIBITION CLOSE
The organisers reserve the right to amend the programme or substitute speakers at any time if necessary.
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SPEAKER PROFILES
Hamza Ali Hasan has received his B. Sc. Degree
in Civil Engineering from University of Jordan on
1987. In 1987 he joined Jordan Army as Consulting
Engineer. 1n 1989 he joined Engineer Adeeb Al
Hinti Office as Consulting engineer. In 1990 joined
Al-Owaidah Company, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia as
Structural Section Head. In 1994 up-to-date he is
working with International Aramoon Co. Ltd. (IAC)
as Maintenance Manager. He manages Sewer
Department that cover Condition Assessment
and No-Dig Pipe Rehabilitation. He is a registered
member in Jordanian Engineers Association.

Dr Declan Downley is a Chartered Engineer and
Water and Environmental Manager with a PhD
in Materials Science. He was Chairman of the
International Society for Trenchless Technology
(2007-10) and has been a Council Member and
Chairman for UKSTT. He is an independent
consultant specialising in pipeline rehabilitation
with almost 40 years’ experience in the pipe
and pipeline industry. He has taught a variety
of courses on trenchless technology and is
an internationally renowned speaker at these
specialised industry events.

Samuel Ariaratnam is a Professor and
Construction Engineering Program Chair in
the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering at
Arizona State University with over 20 years of
experience in trenchless engineering research
and education. He has published over 250
technical papers and reports and is a co-holder
of four patents. Dr. Ariaratnam has received
numerous awards including the 2012 North
American Trenchless Technology Person of the
Year. Additionally, he has received recognition
from the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE), where he received both the John O.
Bickel Award and the Arthur M. Wellington
Prize. Dr. Ariaratnam was elected as a Fellow
of ASCE in 2015. He served as Chairman of the
International Society for Trenchless Technology
(ISTT) from 2010-2013 and currently serves as
Vice Chairman of the ASCE Pipelines Division
Executive Committee.

Andrea Gross heads the International Business
Development department for Raedlinger’s
Primus Line division. Primus Line provides a
unique system for the trenchless rehabilitation
of pressurized assets. He has been working
with utilities, engineering firms and specialized
contractors in the US, Europe, and Australia
to provide engineered trenchless water main
rehabilitation solutions. He holds a Bachelor’s
degree in International Business Management
from Oxford Brookes University in the UK and
a Master’s degree in Business Administration
from Passau University in Germany.

Uwe Breig, born in 1966, studied Mechanical
Engineering in Offenburg (Germany) and got
his Graduate Engineer in 1993. He has been
involved in the tunnelling business for almost
25 years within Herrenknecht AG. After several
years of jobsite experience on various tunnel
construction projects worldwide, he has been
active in the project management. As a Member
of the Executive Board he is now responsible
for the Sales Department and the After Sales
Service of the Business Unit Utility Tunnelling.
Alfredo Carbonell. Water Engineering from the
Polytechnic University of Valencia (Spain), with
postgraduate studies in hydraulic engineering
from Michigan Technological University (USA). He
has extensive experience in advanced hydraulic
modeling, efficient water management, active
leakage control and pressure management
and due diligences of water utilities in many
cities around the world (over 15 countries).
Since first duties working for NASA in 1999, he
has developed his career as water manager of
different international companies. Today he is
formal founder and General Manager of AQUAGEO
CONSULTING, subsidiary of INTERNATIONAL
ARAMOON GROUP for Spain in Latin America.
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Mohammed Ehteshamul is a Mechanical
Engineering Graduate from Zakir Hussain
College of Engg. & Tech., AMU Aligarh
(www.engg.amu.ac.in), with post graduate
qualification in Analytical Marketing and
Leadership & Change Management from ISB
Hyderabad (www.isb.edu). He has 20 years
of experience in new technology promotion,
specifically with construction equipment. He
has been instrumental in bringing Digital
Control Incorporated (US MNC) (www.digitalcontrol.com), to India in 2006 as a foreign direct
investment and heads their Indian Subcontinent
& Middle East Operations as Managing Director.
He has been a regular contributor in promoting
“Trenchless Technology” in general and
“Horizontal Directional Drilling” through his
various lectures, training seminars and articles.
Chuck Hansen founded Electro Scan in 2011;
Chair of ASTM F36.20 Inspection and Renewal
of Water and Sewer Infrastructure; Founder
Hansen Information Technologies (sold in 2007
for £65 million) where he developed the first U.S.
CCTV standards and first commercial system
to automatically select pipeline rehabilitation
based on field inspection results.
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SPEAKER PROFILES
Jens Hölterhoff is the President of the German
Society of Trenchless Technology and a
Professor for Construction Management and
Construction Technologies. He has more than
20 years experience as Site Manager, Technical
Manager and Managing Director of construction
companies with up to 1500 employees and
annual sales of 150 million €.
Matthew Izzard is an Executive Committee
member of the ISTT and as Vice-Chairman of
the UKSTT an active member of the UKSTT’s
education and training programs. He has been
involved in trenchless technology since the late
1980’s, holding management positions with
several trenchless manufacturers and has a
wealth of experience covering impact moling,
pipe ramming, pipe bursting, directional drilling,
winching, electro fusion, butt fusion (including
large diameter welding) and pipe pushing. He
is Business Development Director with Tracto
Technik UK and is a member of the International
Standards Organization Technical Committee
on Rehabilitation of Pipeline Systems.
Dr Henk Kruse is a senior geotechnical
consultant and works mainly in the field of
pipeline installation and maintenance/asset
management of pipelines. He is a specialist
in the field of trench less techniques. He has
an in-depth knowledge of and experience in
soil mechanics especially in behavior of soft
soils and pipeline modeling. Since 2002 he is
working for Deltares, the national institute in
the Netherlands. He participated in research
projects, which aimed to improve the knowledge
about trench less techniques and he was
involved in several complex pipeline projects.
He is regularly involved in arbitration boards
for pipeline disputes.
Hans Jürgen König studied civil engenieering,
business management and commercial law
at the Rheinische Akademie in Colonge. He
has over 25 years’ international experience in
business and project development for renewal
and rehabilitation of trenchless systems in
public and industrial area. Since 1994 he has
published publications, reports, and various
technical articles. He is permanent member
of Technical Committee ES 8 “state capture
and rehabilitation” of the DWA German
Association for Water, Wastewater and Waste,
and as member for various associations he was
speaker on international conferences. Currently
his focus is developing the Asian market for
UV Linersystems (CIPP) and is involved of the
new developed SAERTEX-LINER® H2O for the
rehabilitation of potable water pipes.
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Christoph Linder is the General Manager of
iMPREG LLC and Sales Manager, Duesseldorf
Division Manager, iMPREG GmbH. He is a
certified pipe rehabilitation consultant and pipe
inspector (by DWA). Christoph has enhanced
knowledge of CIPP - GRP Liner materials cured
with UV – Light and long term experience in
international CIPP installations in the U.S.,
Europe, Middle East.
Simon Marsh is an Engineer employed by
Naylor Drainage Ltd to develop and promote the
use of Naylor Denlok Vitrified Clay Jacking pipe.
Over the last 20 years, he has provided input into
trenchless schemes on every continent; he has
also given presentations on different clay pipe
installation techniques to many conferences.
Simon’s work on designing and manufacturing
Denchem, a specialist clay jacking pipe for use
in an oil refinery in South Africa won the UKSTT
Innovation award.
Pierre Mikhail is the Director of the CUES
Manhole Inspection Division (MID). CUES MID
specializes in providing utilities and contractors
with innovative and unique inspection
technologies to address manhole and
connecting pipeline inspections. Mr. Mikhail has
been with CUES for a period of 2 years where
he serves as a technical lead and director for
the CUES manhole inspection products. Prior to
CUES, Mr. Mikhail held positions in Engineering
Consulting Firms over a period of 21 years with
a majority of that time spent assisting utilities
around the country with their sanitary and
storm assessment challenges.
Dr Falah Hasan Mustafa is a Doctorate in
Project & Construction Management, got his
MSc & PhD from University of Bath UK and
is currently the General Manager / Partner at
Advanced Pipeline Services Limited. Specialized
in pipe rehabilitation and trenchless technology
for Sewerage, Water & Oil & Gas, Dr Mustafa set
up the company and managed to win several
projects with Abu Dhabi Sewerage & Services
Company (ADSSC), ADM, ADGAS and many
other projects for Public and Private clients
and expanded the business to Dubai, Saudi and
Qatar, Dr Mustafa worked in the construction
industry in UAE for 20 years having a leading
role in major projects such Grand Mosque and
construction of Al Reem Island Infrastructure
in Abu Dhabi in addition to being an expert
in claims & disputes and part time lecturing
at local universities especially Sorborne
Abu Dhab.
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SPEAKER PROFILES
Tom Sangster is a professionally qualified
Civil Engineer with 35 years’ experience in
geotechnical engineering and underground
pipe networks and is Managing Director
of Downley Consultants, an internationally
renowned consulting engineer specialising in
trenchless technology projects. Mr. Sangster
gained a Bachelor’s degree in Civil Engineering
at the University of Surrey in 1978 and became
a chartered civil engineer in 1983. He also
holds an MBA from a leading UK business
school. His early career was spent in design
of water supply and wastewater systems and
in geotechnical and foundations contracting.
He also gained senior sales and marketing
experience with companies manufacturing
products for civil engineering applications. He
has undertaken and managed many water and
sewer pipe inspection, condition assessment
and
rehabilitation
projects
throughout
the world. His experience in underground
infrastructure
encompasses
innovative
installation, assessment and rehabilitation
and in developing strategies for managing
rehabilitation programmes including QA and
risk management. He is based in Winchester,
England and is a member of the Council of
UKSTT and a past President of the Swiss
Society for Trenchless Technology, CHSTT.
Jamey Shaheen, M.B.A is the President of Ditch
Witch Middle East. He has spent 30 Years with
Ditch Witch U.S.A. / Middle East.
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Rachael Watson has 20 years of experience
working in the drilling and construction
industries including 10 years of international
sales of solids control and waste management
equipment for Elgin Separation Solutions
and 6 years with Baroid Industrial Products,
Halliburton as a technical sales representative
for drilling fluid additives.
Based in the UAE for the past 9 years, Ms.
Watson has advised contractors and clients
on fluids and waste management for projects
ranging from sewer line installation in Jeddah,
Abu Dhabi and Doha, to mineral exploration
work in Oman and Saudi, to HDD installations
for water and oil pipelines in Saudi and Kuwait.
Andy Wedgner has been a Pipe Application
Marketing Manager at Borouge since 2010. He
is responsible for the technical marketing of the
BorSafe range of PE80 and PE100 polyethylene
resins that are principally used in pressure pipe
applications, including trenchless technology.
Andrew has 28 years of experience in the
utilities industry. Prior to joining Borouge, he
worked for Halcrow, an engineering consultant,
in Abu Dhabi as Associate Director of Water
and Power from 2009-2010 and before that he
was the Projects Division Manager at the Abu
Dhabi Distribution Company, the local water
and power utility, from 2006-2009. Andrew
graduated from the University of Leeds in 1988
with a Bachelor of Engineering degree in Civil
Engineering. He also received post graduate
diploma in Water Supply, Sanitation and Urban
Infrastructure from Loughborough University in
2001. Andrew is a member of both the Institution
of Civil Engineers and the Chartered Institution
of Water and Environmental Management.
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CONFERENCE SYNOPSES
1.1 ADVANCED PIPELINE SERVICES LTD UAE – ACHIEVEMENTS & LESSONS TO BE LEARNED
Presenter: Dr Falah Mustafa, Advanced Pipeline Services LLC
Trenchless Technology is relatively new concept in UAE and the Gulf region, as clients were facing major problems in their
aging networks in Sewerage, Water, Storm Water, Irrigation and Oil & Gas Sector. Therefore ADPS identified the problem
and the needs 6 years ago and set the target of bringing this innovative technology to solve the ever growing problems in
the UAE and the Gulf region.
Today, ADPS achieved its objectives and became the market leader in most types of trenchless technology through highly
experienced staff and in partnership with International Brand Names in this field (mainly from Germany).
ADPS achieved its target by setting PEOPLE SATISFACTION as their top priority (in line with UAE government strategy) in
addition to especial emphasis on QUALITY PRODUCTS, BEST STANDARDS, HEALTH & SAFETY and ENVIRONMENT.
In past 5 years ADPS completed more than 40 km of CCTV survey and 20 km of CIPP lining, and became the first UAE
company to do CIPP using UV lining, first UAE company to do pressure lining, first UAE company to do under water joint
repair, first company to do CIPP lining for Oil & Gas companies in UAE and first UAE company to save more than 60% in a
project using an alternative method of trenchless technology.
The presentation looks at the problems the company faced and how they were resolved and samples of successfully
completed projects (problems) with a list of major clients that utilized ADPS services.
Finally, the presentation concludes by setting LESSONS TO BE LEARNED IN THE UAE & GULF REGION in the field of trenchless
technology for the benefit of all parties.

1.2 TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
Presenter: Prof Samuel Ariaratnam, Arizona State University, Past Chairman ISTT
The adoption of trenchless technologies has increased exponentially over the past two decades as government agencies
realize the economic, social, and environmental benefits of their adoption in addressing underground infrastructure needs.
Pipeline systems worldwide are in various stages of deterioration and must either be replaced or repaired in the interest
of both public health and business opportunities. Technological advancements have continued to bring these innovative
methods to overcome challenging projects that often expand the limits of current engineering practice. Research and
development have played a major role and are necessary for continued success. This presentation discusses the latest
trenchless industry developments and trends and provides an insight into future opportunities.

2.1 SEGMENT LINING IN SMALL DIAMETERS: MACHINE SOLUTIONS AND CASE STUDIES
Presenter: Uwe Breig, Herrenknecht AG, Germany
As safety aspects in mechanized tunnelling gained more and more importance during the past years, pipe jacking has taken
over in the smaller diameters. Published in 2014, the latest ´DIN EN 16191 – Safety requirements for tunnelling machinery’
finally tightened regulations in regards of machine diameter and accessibility. This lead to even more limited space conditions
in the machine, especially where segment lining logistics have to be considered. This paper will point out which factors have
to be considered to choose the best suited tunnelling technology for a specific project. It will discuss the restrictions faced,
when segment lining is the preferred construction method for diameters smaller than ID 3000. The evaluation of pipe jacking
as an alternative technology under specific project conditions will also be part of the presentation.

2.2 RISK REDUCTION BY CHOOSING THE DIRECT PIPE METHOD
FOR TRENCHLESS PIPELINE INSTALLATION
Presenters: Henk Kruse, Deltares, Netherlands
The Direct Pipe method enables laying a prefabricated pipeline in one single, continuous working operation into the ground
with the aid of the thrust unit “Pipe Thruster”. As with Pipe Jacking, earth excavation is executed by means of a navigable
microtunnelling machine, which is directly coupled with the pipeline. The tunnel face is slurry supported, a bentonite
suspension is often used for a controlled excavation of the soil. This new method has been proven successful and several
projects have been carried out.
For installation of pipes with large diameters and relative great lengths, the direct pipe method may be very advantageous.
Especially in case of the so-called difficult geological conditions, the direct pipe method can be used to reduce the risk
considerably as compared to the horizontal directional drilling method. The presence of natural obstacles such as stones
and cobles are not a threshold for the direct pipe method. Neither is the passing through unstable soil layers such as a loose
packed sand sequence or a gravel bed.
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2.3 VITRIFIED CLAY PIPES FOR INSTALLATION BY TRENCHLESS METHODS
Presenters: Simon Marsh, Naylor Drainage, United Kingdom
UK based Naylor Drainage have been manufacturing Vitrified Clay Pipes since the company’s formation in 1890; their
manufacturing of jacking pipes dates back to the inception of trenchless technology. It is clay’s strength characteristics- both
high resistance to imposed loads as well as high axial strength to withstand jacking forces- as well as its durability which
makes it an obvious material for trenchless pipe installation. The high jacking strengths and low frictional resistance have
allowed ever longer drives and ever deeper installations, notwithstanding high ground water or other challenges. Naylor’s
Denchem- a fully chemically resistant variant of the Denlok clay jacking-pipe even accommodates aggressive operating
environments. The paper will describe some recent site challenges and how these were met by Denlok and its high pressure
rated seals.

3.1 ALL TERRAIN HDD NEW INNOVATIONS
Presenter: Jamey Shaheen, Ditch Witch Middle East, Lebanon
What is All Terrain HDD? This method of Horizontal Directional Drilling differs from standard HDD Slant Nose Technology,
with the key difference of being able to accurately, efficiently, and productively drill horizontally, in rock and All Terrains, with
directional control. What is the history of All Terrain HDD? All Terrain HDD Technology, was initially developed during the early
1990’s... approximately 25 years ago. The basis of this technology employed technologies from the vertical drilling industries.

How does All Terrain HDD Technology work? A rockmaster drill housing was developed with a 2 degree bend. This drill
housing allows for directional changes to be made concurrently with drilling... unlike slant nose technology, changing
direction by pushing, which cannot be performed in rock.

3.2 PIPE RAMMING APPLICATIONS AND HDD RESCUE
Presenter: Matthew Izzard, Tracto Technik-UK, United Kingdom
This paper reviews the pipe ramming process for installing open ended steel pipes under roads, rivers and rail crossings.
Pipes can be installed up to 4m in diameter or over distances of up to 100m. It offers case history examples of projects
and different installation methods. A specific focus will be on HDD rescue, including product pipe assistance and
drill rod retrieval.

3.3 ADVANCEMENTS IN HDD WALKOVER LOCATING SYSTEM
Presenter: Mohammad Ehteshamul Haque, Digital Control Inc., India
Horizontal Directional Drilling is increasingly being used to install most utilities (Optical Fibre, Power Lines, Oil & Gas and
City Gas pipelines, Water and Sewer) in urban areas infested with underground utilities. This paper is an attempt to introduce
audience to the advancements in “HDD Walkover Locating System” and discuss the following;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interference fighting, new paradigm with 1000’s of frequency options to choose from
Walkover HDD Locating systems having Depth Range of up-to 50 meters
Measurement and monitoring of Downhole fluid pressure to increase drill success
Transformation of Remote Display from a passive information device to providing drilling intelligence
Log While Drilling and its integration with GPS for comprehensive built

3.4 COST SAVING BENEFITS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR USE IN A FLUID RECLAIMER IN HDD OPERATIONS
Presenter: Rachel Watson, Elgin Separation Solutions, USA
Today’s HDD contractor is faced with many challenges when planning and executing a successful project. Mud recycling and
solids waste management are key elements an operator must pay close attention to in order to minimize operation costs and
maintain environmental considerations. The key factor to a successful operation is pairing the rig with an effective packaged
mud recycling system. Implementation of a mud reclaimer will save time, money, and the environment. Elgin Separation
Solutions will teach you how to pair your rig with the proper mud system and how to successfully structure solids control
to increase profits and minimize waste.
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4.1 THE EN ISO11295 FAMILY OF PIPELINE REHABILITATION STANDARDS
AND PE100+ NO-DIG GUIDE
Presenter: Andy Wedgner, Borouge Pte, Abu Dhabi
During the lifetime of a pipeline the point is reached where the cost of water loss, leakage management, maintenance
and repair works, together with the poor service to the customer justifies its replacement or rehabilitation. Trenchless
rehabilitation techniques can have a lower cost and cause substantially less disruption to existing assets and the general
population than conventional ‘open cut’ techniques.
As trenchless technology has developed and increased in use, so has the use of polyethylene pipes in applications such as
slip lining, close fit lining and pipe bursting. A large number of pipeline renovation and replacement techniques now use
polyethylene as their principal pipe material and the techniques have been developed to the point where they have been
used to rehabilitate pipelines of up to 1,400mm internal diameter.
The presentation will give an introduction to the different methods by which pipelines can be rehabilitated using polyethylene
(PE) pipes and liners, discuss the benefits of using a PE100-RC material and explain how Engineers and other technical staff
can use the standard EN ISO 11295 to help identify and specify the most appropriate technique for their particular situation.
It will also introduce the recent update to the PE100+ Association’s website which now includes a No-Dig Technical Guide.

4.2 HOW TRENCHLESS REHABILITATION DEPENDS ON EFFECTIVE CONDITION ASSESSMENT
Presenter: Tom Sangster, FAE Engineering and Downey Associates JV, Dubai
The range of trenchless rehabilitation technologies is constantly increasing and, the selection of the right one in any project
becomes more difficult. This is true for both pressure mains and gravity sewers. The key to an effective and economic application of
any trenchless rehabilitation method is engineering condition assessment. Condition is important because it supports performance
of the system so the operator’s performance requirements are important to understand.
Condition assessment starts with understanding the problem then, through a logical process of investigation and assessment of
the investigation results, develops solutions that meet the operator’s performance objectives in the most cost-effective way. Good
condition assessment requires experience and an understanding of the performance of a wide range of pipe materials and of soil
and operating conditions.
This presentation describes the condition assessment process for underground pipes and the ways in which it supports costeffective use of trenchless technology. Examples of condition assessment will be described.

4.3 REAL CASE STUDIES IN THE REGION FOR PIPE REHABILITATION
Presenter: Hamza Ali, International Aramoon, Saudi Arabia
As countries in the Gulf region become more and more developed and continue to invest in infrastructures, the importance
of trenchless technology is increasing and being more widely adopted as the preferred option for utility installation, repair
and rehabilitation due to the fact that it is fast in process , less time in execution , minimum disturbance to the citizens &
no disturbance to the environment. Since 1990 International Aramoon Co. Ltd. (IAC) has been at the forefront of delivering
& applying trenchless repair and rehabilitation solutions in Saudi Arabia for both water & sewer networks . In recent years
IAC expanded in Gulf region with opening offices in Abu Dhabi and Doha offering the same services to UAE and Qatar.
Inspection of the pipeline is an essential process to assess the internal pipe condition before taking any renovation decision.
While renovation process by using trenchless rehabilitation technology will increase the life time of the existing network,
enhance its hydraulic efficiency, recover the existing defects and ensure structural integrity of the pipeline. IAC with it’s
range of inspection, repair and rehabilitation techniques, have been assisting water Authorities in the GCC; namely Ministry
of Water and the National Water Company in the Kingdom of Saudia Arabia to identify, assess and provide technical solutions
for drainage and sewage networks by utilising CCTV camera inspections, combined profiling, cured in place repairs and
UV cured in place pipe rehabilitation. This paper gives an insight into the trenchless technology methods available for
inspecting, repairing and the rehabilitation of drainage and sewage networks in the Gulf region and provides some detailed
real case studies on projects in KSA, UAE and Qatar.

5.1 RELINING OF WATER MAINS WITH A KEVLAR® REINFORCED COMPOSITE LINING SYSTEM
Presenter: Andreas Gross, Primus Line GmbH, Germany
The paper presents existing trenchless solutions in the potable water industry and focuses in particular on a Kevlar®
reinforced composite lining system that is widely deployed in Europe. The paper will show the make-up of the liner as
well as functionality of the corresponding termination fittings. Furthermore, the paper will demonstrate that the Kevlar®
fabric does offer both material strength as well as flexibility. The paper will present several case studies on the trenchless
rehabilitation of water mains using the Kevlar® reinforced composite lining system. The case studies will demonstrate that
long installation lengths are feasible and the Kevlar® reinforced liner is capable of traversing bends. The paper will conclude
with the advantages and limitations of this lining system.
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5.3 SOLUTIONS TO CHALLENGING REHABILITATION PROJECTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST REGION
Presenter: Christoph Lindner, Impreg Group, Germany
iMPREG offers the latest innovation in CIPP UV-liner solutions, the largest size yet DN 1600 – still an unrivelled size for a
grp liner system.
iMPREG would like to show and present one of the most demanding job sites carried out by our skilled and professional
customer Tubus GmbH during the last month in Bahrain, to present an impressing example of modern high-tech sewer
rehabilitation in the Middle East region.

6.1 NEW CHALLENGES FOR ADVANCED SEWER MODELLING
Presenter: Alfredo Carbonell, Aquageo, Saudi Arabia
The evacuation, control and management of sewage and rainwater, in order to protect the population and the environment,
are today not conceivable without the application of advanced management methods, techniques and technologies. In the
Middle East, as drinking water management is already improved and solved with the application of advanced techniques,
interest is moving to sewerage control (floods and pollutant discharges). Sewer modeling is considered the most important
applied technology to carry out the implementation of advanced management models of urban drainage and sewerage
networks. This process will allow the operator to perform different analysis oriented to achieve a precise system knowledge,
an adequate planning, and dynamic operation. This article describes main applications of advanced sewer modeling:
optimization of maintenance procedures, real-time flooding analysis and management, spill control, energy optimization,
what-if scenarios, quality control, sediment transport analysis and odor control, decision support on emergency scenarios,
mechanization of design elaboration, real-time macro modeling, capacity assessments, facility expansions, reliability and
system redundancy evaluations, blending analysis and alternatives and sewer overflows.

6.2 SAERTEX-LINER® H2O LEAD TO ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
OF POTABLE WATER PIPELINES
Presenter: Hans Jürgen König, SAERTEX multiCom® GmbH, UAE
Water is an essential natural resource for human existence. A large percentage of the world wide water distribution
networks is currently in need of rehabilitation. To achieve a sustainable water supply network, technologies are needed
to be developed which are environmentally friendliness to reduce the water loss and avoid environmental pollution. The
various techniques using both new-lay and ‘no-dig’ technology like "needle felt hot water curing" which have been considered
in the past must consider the future needs with emphasis placed on economic and environmental factors. Following this
requirement and based on the continuous development of a fiberglass liner with UV curing it is now first time possible to
rehabilitate deteriorated and fully deteriorated drinking water systems by installing a SAERTEX-LINER® H2O (CIPP= cured
in place pipe). The innovative system is rapid (1) (less than 8 hours installation), (2) reduce water leakage, (3) prevents
corrosion,(4) preserve the water quality, (5) suitable to improve structural integrity of water main, (6) restore water
main hydraulic capacity (7) suitable in slightly bent pipes and pipes of different diameters up to diameter 1200 mm and
shapes, (8) economical compared with the cost of replacing pipe (9) use of environmentally friendly materials (certified
and styrene free), (10) not disruptive for the environment and their operating activities. The presentation will introduce the
SAERTEX-LINER® H2O for fast, sustainable in-place rehabilitation of water pipe lines to protection of our infrastructure
around the world.

6.3 SPIDER MANHOLE INSPECTION TECHNOLOGY
Presenter: Pierre Mikhail, Cues Inc., USA
CUES presents the only truly wireless and color manhole inspection technology called the SPiDER. The SPiDER is a scanner
which can produce 3D video, 3D images, and 3D meshes which profile vertical structures in less than 5 mm accuracy.
SPIDER collects millions of three-dimensional (3D) measurements during each manhole inspection.
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EXHIBITION FLOOR PLAN

10th International Exhibition &
Conference on Trenchless Technology
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EXHIBITOR LIST

COMPANY

STAND NUMBER
24 MTS PERFORATOR GMBH

AKKERMAN

German Pavilion 9

Lobby 2a NAYLOR DRAINAGE

AL NUBLA GENERAL CONTRACTING CO L.L.C.

53

AMRFEO PTE LTD

52 PALMIERI SPA

ANHUI TANGXING MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

49 PRIME DRILLING GMBH

APOLLOTECHNO INDUSTRIES PVT LTD

28 PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

AURUM PUMPEN GMBH

54
German Pavilion 13
50

German Pavilion 25 PUYANG ZHONGYUAN RESTAR PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT CO.,LTD Lobby 1a

BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH

18 RADLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH

BEIJING FEILONG INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO.,LTD

51 REDUCT NV

German Pavilion 11
65
19

RELINEEUROPE AG

BEST INTERNATIONAL EXPO (BEIJING) CO., LTD
BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG

75 ROCKPECKER LIMITED

BLUE HAT SERVICES

63 S3 FLUIDS

1
59

BOHRTEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR BOHRTECHNOLOGIE MBH German Pavilion 2 SAERTEX MULTICOM GMBH

German Pavilion 20

BORE PATH TECHNOLOGIES

46 SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH

German Pavilion 8

BOROUGE PTE

22 SHANDONG KELINRUIER PIPELINE ENGINEERING CO., LTD

56

BOTHAR GROUP

58 SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO LTD

32

BRANDENBURGER LINER GMBH & CO

German Pavilion 16 TATCO TRADING ESTABLISHMENT

German Pavilion 27
48

71 VERMEER MIDDLE EAST

41

German Pavilion 10 WAYSS & FREYTAG

German Pavilion 6

34 WUXI DOUBLE HORSE DRILLING TOOLS CO LTD

ELGIN SEPARATION SOLUTIONS
GERMAN PAVILION (BMWI/HAMBURG)

Lobby 3 TUBUS GMBH

German Pavilion 12 VELOSI CERTIFICATION SERVICES LLC

DRILLTO TRENCHLESS CO LTD
DUKTUS PIPE SYSTEMS FZE

55
German Pavilion 17

38 TRACTO-TECHNIK UK LTD

DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
DONGTAI JULI MACHINERY MANUFACTURING LIMITED
DOWN2EARTH

76

44 TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST F2C

CUES

German Pavilion 3 WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO LTD

GOLLWITZER PIPE & SHAFT TECHNOLOGY GMBH German Pavilion 4 WUXI LUSHUN DRILLING TOOLS CO.LTD

69
26
64

HEBEI SOLIDKEY PETROLEUM MACHINERY CO., LTD

Lobby 2 XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY CO. LTD

57

HEJIAN YINHAI ROCK BITS MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

Lobby 1 YANGZHOU GUANGXIN HEAVY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

30

HEJIAN ZHONGCHENG DRILL BIT MANUFACTURE CO. LTD

62

HERRENKNECHT AG

40

IBG HYDROTECH GMBH

16

IDS GEORADAR SRL

61

IMPREG GMBH
INTERNATIONAL ARAMOON CO. LTD
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD

KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
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36 DITCH WITCH MIDDLE EAST
JIANGSU GOODENG ENGINEERING MACHINERY ASSEMBLING CO., LTD
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ABU DHABI SEWERAGE
SERVICES COMPANY (ADSSC)
P.O.Box 108801, Al Falah Street
Abu Dhabi, UAE

AMRFEO PTE LTD
Platinum Sponsor

T: +91 33 2212 0923
F: +91 33 22120679
E: amrfeo@amrfeo.com
W: www.amrfeo.com

T: +971 281 80000
F: +971 281 80001
W: www.adssc.ae
Abu Dhabi Sewerage Services Company was formed in 2005 and is licensed
to operate the collection, treatment and disposal of waste water for the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. We employ five hundred people and have a large
investment program including four new treatment plants and our landmark
Strategic Tunnel Enhancement Program (STEP).

AKKERMAN

Stand Number: 24
58256 266th Street
Brownsdale, MN, 55918
USA

Stand Number: 52
32A, Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta, India, 700012

We are a leading producer of drilling fluids providing products and
solutions for all trenchless application especially Microtunneling, HDD
and Direct Pipe. Besides Bentonite, we also manufacture Foam as drilling
surfactant, PHPA polymer for reducing tunnel pressure, cationic polymer
for drilling cuttings disposal. Pileman®, Easy-Bore are a few of the reputed
brands we own.

ANHUI TANGXING MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
Drinks Reception
Sponsor

T: 800-533-0386
F: 507-567-2605
E: dakkerman@akkerman.com
W: www.akkerman.com
Established in 1973, Akkerman develops, manufactures and supports quality
pipe jacking and tunnelling equipment that accurately installs a variety of
underground infrastructure. We partner with contractors to explore project
solutions for a wide range of geology, pipe diameters and lengths.

AL NUBLA GENERAL CONTRACTING CO. L.L.C.
Stand Number: Lobby 2a
Delma Street, Al Nahyan Camp Area
Opal House, Office – R1
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
T: 0097126419146
E: alnubla@eim.ae
W: www.alnubla.com
NCC established in Abu Dhabi in 1995 with a focus in general contracting
work specialized in micro tunneling works. In 2008, we established a branch
in Dubai 2008. NCC is an ISO certified company with ISO 9001, ISO 14001 &
OHSAS 18001 certificates.
We have constructed more than 900 lines with lengths varying from 35
meters to 350 meters utilizing the non-disruptive method by using the
Herrenknecht micro tunneling machines. As part of our continued growth
and development in UAE, we have recently equipped the company to carry
out long drives of up to 600 meters for pipe diameters of 1200mm up to
3000mm. We own 19 micro tunneling machines for pipe diameters from
600mm to 3000mm dia.

Stand Number: 49
Shangyao Industry Park,
Huainan, Anhui Province
China

T: 00865542796608
F: 00865543605066
E: tangfei@tangxing.cn; betty@tangixng.cn
W: www.tangxing.cn
Ours is the biggest manufacturer in Anhui province which specialized in
hydraulic rams and other hydraulic equipment and the only one maker who
can design and manufacture underground tunneling equipment in Anhui,of
which main products include slurry balance pipe jacking machine and earth
pressure balance (EPB) pipe jacking machine etc.

APOLLOTECHNO INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
Stand Number: 28
Survey No. 167, Nr. Keshav Fertilizer
Ahmedabad-Mehsana NH-8,
Mandali, Gujarat
382732, India
T: 0091 9099077566
E: keyur.raval@apollotechno.in
W: www.apollotechno.in
Apollo Techno Equipments Limited is India’s First Directional Drill Machine
Manufacturer. Since 1991, we are into manufacturing of Road Construction
Equipments like Mechanical Pavers, Curb machines & Transit Mixers.
Looking towards the new opportunities of the Underground Construction
in Cable & Pipe laying sectors at India, Apollo has decided to manufacture
Directional Drill Equipment.

APPLUS+VELOSI
Stand Number: 48

T: +971 2 5502600
F: +971 2 5502601
E: uae@applusvelosi.com
W: www.applusvelosi.com
Applus+ Velosi is a leading, international Third Party Inspection and
Certification organization providing Asset Integrity and HSE solutions. Some
of our key areas of expertise are within pipeline leaning, CCTV surveying,
CIPP lining, patch repair, slip lining, manhole rehabilitation and pipe
bursting.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
ARAMOON PIPE INSPECTION &
REHABILITATION L.L.C

Stand Number: 75
Platinum Sponsor
P.O. Box 73807, Electra Street,
Behind Honda Showroom
ADCP Building P1341, Tower C, 20th Floor, Office # 2004
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates
T: +971 2 644 7380
F: +971 2 644 7381
E: mujeeb@aramoon.com
W: www.aramoon.com
EPC Contractor for Water & Wastewater.
Wastewater: Flow Monitoring, Flow-control and bypass, Jet Cleaning, CCTV
Inspection, Spot Repair & Manhole to manhole repair by CIPP-UV Curing.
Water: Leak Detection, Survey, GIS, Assessment & Replacement, DMA
Design and Monitoring, Pressure Management, Hydraulic Modeling, Design
& Build SCADA Control Center, Pipe Construction.

AURUM PUMPEN GMBH
Stand Number: 25
Harpener Hellweg 41,
Bochum, 44805
Germany

T: + +492348935700
F: +4923489357030
E: slurrypumps@aurumpumpen.de;
t.schaefer@aurumpumpen.de
W: www.aurumpumpen.de
Tailor Made Slurry Pumping Solutions - HABERMANN pumps type KB,
KBK, KBKT and NPW are now part of AURUM PUMPEN. We produce and
supply the original special pumps and spare parts brand HABERMANN
for challenging application in tunneling and special civil engineering. Our
pumps are designed both for horizontal and vertical drilling.

BARBCO MIDDLE EAST
Stand Number: Outdoor 7
Cedars Road, Darchmezzine
El Koura – North 5520
Lebanon
T: +961-6-952-777
F: +961-6-952-441
E: Barb.co.me@hotmail.com
W: www.barbco.com
Barbco is the Pioneer and Industry Leader of Custom Built, heavy duty,
big maxi HDD rigs, and state-of-the-art auger boring equipment. Extreme
Quality and Innovative Techniques include: Manual OVER -RIDE- Back-Up
over electro-mechanical controls, Spike Limiter PROTECTION, DIAGNOSIS
PC1 Integrated Analysis, Double Rotary Gearbox, and Wireless Remote
Control Operation.
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BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
Stand Number: 18
BAUER-Str. 1, Schrobenhausen
Bavaria, 86529
Germany
T: +49 8252 97 0
F: +49 8252 97 1359
E: info@bauer.de
W: www.bauer.de
BAUER Maschinen GmbH is an international manufacturer for foundation
equipment. E.g. rotary drilling rigs, diaphragm wall equipment (Trench
Cutter, hydraulic grabs). MAT Mischanlagentechnik, a branch office of
Bauer, is a manufacturer of plants and systems that are suitable for mixing,
pumping, and separation of slurries, drilling fluids and grouts.

BEIJING FEILONG INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO.,LTD
Stand Number: 51
B2-0645 Room, Century-Tea-Trade-Center
No.10 Maliandao Road
Xuanwu District
Beijing, China
T: 86-13601072958
F: 86-10-6340 7657
E: sales@feilong-retop.cn
W: en.flbit.com
Beijing Feilong Int’l Trade Co., Ltd is a professional supplier of rock drilling
tools. We mainly specialize in Tricone bits / PDC bits and hole openers
for drilling of water, petroleum and gas well, mining, exploration and pile
foundation industries.

BEST INTERNATIONAL EXPO (BEIJING) CO., LTD
Room1007, Block B, Huawenguoji Building,
No.15 Jianguo Road
Chaoyang Disctrict
Beijing
100024
China
T: 0086-1085376422
F: 0086-1065478400
E: 2060703778@qq.com
W: www.bestexpo.cn
Our company is a professional company which is engaged in the
foreign international exhibition organization and service. We mainly handle
top exhibition projects, such as: Trenchless Indonesia 2017, Trenchless
Philippines 2017, NO-DIG DOWN UNDER 2017, NO-DIG MED 2017, NO-DIG
INDIA 2017 and so on.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG
Stand Number: 75
Heidering 28, Velten
16727, Germany

T: +49 (3304)-2088-100
F: +49 (3304)-2088-110
E: info@bkp-berolina.de
W: www.bkp-berolina.de
BKP is a worldwide system provider for UV-light CIPP (Cured In Place Pipes)
made of GRP (glass-fibre reinforced plastic) for trenchless rehabilitation of
pipes from DN 150 [6 inch] to DN 1.600 mm [63 inch].

BLUE HAT SERVICES
Stand Number: 63
23 Penfold Drive
Wymondham
Norfolk, NR18 0WZ
United Kingdom

T: 01953600600
E: sales@bluehatservices.co.uk
W: www.bluehatservices.co.uk
Blue Hat Services are a specialist consultant for Ground Penetrating Radar
applications. Providing planning, support, and training for civil engineering
applications including utility mapping, structural monitoring, runway
analysis and railway investigation. Blue Hat is an associated company to
Drilline Products, one of the leading suppliers of GPR systems global.

BOROUGE PTE

Stand Number: 22
PO Box 6951, Sheikh Khalifa Energy Complex
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

Coffee Break
Sponsor

T: +971 2 7088638
E: andrew.wedgner@borouge.com
W: www.borouge.com
Borouge is a leading producer of polyethylene and polypropylene resins
that provide innovative, value creating plastics solutions, many of which are
used in the production of pipe systems. We are a joint venture between
the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) and Austria based Borealis, a
leading provider of chemical and plastics solutions.

BOTHAR GROUP

Stand Number: 58
Office 03-517, By Corporate Business Hub
Oud Metha, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
T: +971 50 444 6396
E: info@botharboring.com
W: www.botharboring.com
The Bothar Group of companies is an international contractor that has over
25 years of cutting edge experience in the tunnelling contracting industry.
It has an enviable track record and a highly skilled and diverse capability
range that enables it to provide a focused contract solution to all tunnelling
projects.

BOHRTEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR
BOHRTECHNOLOGIE MBH

BRANDENBURGER LINER GMBH & CO

Stand Number: 2
Konrad-Zuse-Strasse 24,
Alsdorf, NRW
52477, Germany

Stand Number: 16
Taubensuhlstrasse 6,
Landau, Rheinland-Pfalz
76829, Germany

T: 0049240498810
F: 00492404988110
E: info@bohrtec.de
W: www.bohrtec.de

T: +49 6341 5104-0
F: +49 6341 5104-256
E: info@brandenburger.de; p.martin@brandenburger.de
W: www.brandenburger.de

Bohrtec is a manufacturer of auger boring machines for pipe jacking up to
OD 1600 mm. All machines can be operated guided or unguided and are
very low price and simple to use compared to conventional microtunneling
machines.

Brandenburger is one of the leading producer of UV light-curing GFRP pipe
liners for the trenchless sewer rehabilitation.

BORE PATH TECHNOLOGIES

Stand Number: 44 and Outdoor 8
3600 Rio Vista Avenue, Orlando
Florida, FL 32805, USA

Stand Number: 46
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory
Y1A 2W6
Canada
T: +1-778-776-1850
E: info@borepath.com
W: www.borepath.com

Bore Path Technologies is a leading distributor of directional survey
instruments, gyro steering tools and related products. We are the exclusive
distributor of the Icefield Tools Corp. instrument product line. Our featured
product, the Gyro Path® NSG is designed to meet the demands of the HDD
industry for a robust gyroscopic based steering tool.
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CUES

T: +1 4800 327 7791
F: +1 407 425 1569
E: srome@cuesinc.com
W: www.cuesinc.com
CUES is the world's leading manufacturer of closed circuit television video
(CCTV) inspection, rehabilitation, pipe profiling equipment and pipeline
inspection/asset management software for sanitary and storm sewers,
industrial process lines, and water lines.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Stand Number: 38
Dtj 203, Dlf Tower B, Jasola District Centre,
New Delhi, 110025,
India

DOWN2EARTH
Platinum Sponsor

Stand Number: 12
Corda Campus Corda 5
Kempischesteenweg 301/9
Hasselt, Limburg, 3500, Belgium

T: +911 11 450 70444
F: +911 11 450 70770
E: dci.india@digital-control.com
W: www.digitrak.com

T: +32475466077
F: +3211281667
E: rob@down2earth.com
W: www.down2earth.com

DCI was founded in 1990 to create the most advanced HDD locating and
tracking system in the market. We are the leading manufacturer of “Tracking
Equipments” for the HDD industry with our flagship brand “DIGITRAK”. Our
popular “WALKOVER TRACKING SYSTEMS” are Falcon F5, Falcon F2 and
Falcon F1.

Down2earth is specialized in worldwide buy and sell of microtunnelling
systems. Service and overhaul are done in our facilities in Germany to
assure a high quality standard. Any of ancillary components we can design
and supply new. After sales support is also available direct and with partner
companies. Visit www.Down2earth.com

DITCH WITCH MIDDLE EAST

DRILLTO TRENCHLESS CO LTD

Stand Number: Outdoor 1
Cedars Road, Darchmezzine
El Koura – North 5520
Lebanon

Stand Number: 71
D-F Block, Bu Chong Industrial Estate
Sha Jing Baoan District
Shenzhen P.R., 518104
China

T: +961-6-952-440
F: +961-6-952-441
E: ditchwitch@hotmail.com
W: www.ditchwitch.com

T: +086075529546072
E: 1723951976@qq.com
W: www.drillto.net

Ditch Witch is the largest manufacturer, in the world, of underground
construction equipment. Founded in the 1940’s, just after World War II…
nearly 80 years ago. Listed by Fortune magazine as one of the top 100
products, of the U.S.A. Inventor of the first service-line trencher & HDD
equipment.

DONGTAI JULI MACHINERY
MANUFACTURING LIMITED COMPANY
Stand Number: Lobby 3
No. 9, Beiguan Road
Economic Development Zone
Dongtai, China
T: 0086-515-85435666
F: 0086-515-85317588
E: jsjl.8888@163.com
W: www.jsjljx.com
The company has many years of experience in machinery manufacturing
and sophisticated equipment, is specialized in designing and manufacturing
large engineering machinery, horizontal directional driller and supporting
tools. Because of our reliable quality, perfect service, products are sold well
in China and exported to over ten abroad countries.
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DRILLTO TRENCHLESS CO.,LTD is a science-technology enterprise,
specialized in research & development for No-Dig technology & professional
produce Horizontal Directional Drilling Rig machine(HDD) & drill pipes.
DRILLTO was founded in August 2000, has 100 patents for independent
intellectual property rights technology. Up to now, there are 58 models HDD
machines.

DUKTUS PIPE SYSTEMS FZE
Stand Number: 10
South Jebel Ali Free Zone
View 18 / Office No. 909
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

T: 0097148865680
F: 0097148865640
E: rthomas.hinze@duktus.com
W: www.duktus.com
The Duktus Group – formerly known as Buderus Gussrohrtechnik –
develops, produces and markets high-grade ductile iron pipe systems for
the transport of drinking and sewage water.
At our production site in Wetzlar / Germany and in the sales and distribution
company in Dubai we employ more than 350 people.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
ELGIN SEPARATION SOLUTIONS

HEJIAN YINHAI ROCK BITS MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

T: +1 281-261-5778
F: +1 713-499-4080
E: elgin.info@elginindustries.com
W: www. ElginSeparationSolutions.com

T: 86 312 5068806
F: 86 312 5068806
E: admin@bitschina.net
W: www.bitschina.net

Elgin Separation Solutions is a leading manufacturer of effective fluid
recycling systems for the trenchless industry. Stop by our booth, #34, to
learn how Elgin maximizes your solids control and saves you time, money,
and the environment. Elgin offers complete mobile packaged reclaimers
ranging from 100 gpm up to 1500 gpm flow for mini, midi and maxi class rigs.

Our factory was established in the year of 2008, and our main business
scope is making new milled tooth bits and tungsten carbide insert bits from
the size of 2’’ to 26’’ and Hole openers from 10 inch to 42 inch.

Stand Number: 34
10050 Cash Road
Stafford
Texas
TX 77477

GERMAN PAVILION
Stand Number: 3
Messeplatz 1, Hamburg
20357, Germany

T: +49 40 3569 2293
E: sybille.lang@hamburg-messe.de
W: hamburg-messe.de
Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) in Cooperation with
AUMA_Association of the German Trade Fair Industry. Germany participates
with a “German Pavilion” offering a professional brokerage service to help
to establish contacts with German companies.

GOLLWITZER PIPE & SHAFT TECHNOLOGY GMBH
Stand Number: 4
Hüttener Str. 67
Mantel
Bavaria, 92708
Germany

T: 0049960592477114
F: 0049960592477129
E: info@gollwitzer-beton.de
W: www.gollwitzer-beton.de
For more than 45 year Gollwitzer GmbH is known for pipe and shaft
systems. Coming from the production of concrete pipes and jacking pipes
with thousands of domestic projects we started to conquer the international
market. Today we have hundreds of projects in consulting, design and
construction of microtunnelling all over the world.

HEBEI SOLIDKEY PETROLEUM MACHINERY CO., LTD

Stand Number: Lobby 2
No.15, Yangguang Community
Beihuan Road, Hejian City
Hebei Province
China
T: 86 317 3184665
F: 86 317 3184695
E: skdrill@skbit.com
W: www.skbit.com

Stand Number: Lobby 1
Junziguan Industrial area
Hejian City
Hebei Province
China

HEJIAN ZHONGCHENG DRILL BIT
MANUFACTURE CO., LTD
Stand Number: 62

T: 0086-317-3223932
F: 0086-317-3856300
E: abby@triconebitsale.com
W: www.trenchless.com.cn
Hejian ZhongCheng Drill Bit Manufacturer professionally produce HDD rock
reamer(hole opener), tricone bit, barrel reamer , fly cutter, opener reamer,
eagle claw bit, hdd drill rod, single roller cone, replaceable roller. All these
drilling tools are API7-1 and ISO certified, and can be used to match to
different drill rod thread.

HERRENKNECHT AG
Stand Number: 40
Schlehenweg 2
Schwanau
77963
Germany

Gold Sponsor

T: +49 7824 302 0
F: +49 7824 340 3
E: beil.sabrina@herrenknecht.de
W: www.herrenknecht.de
Herrenknecht is a technology and market leader in the area of mechanized
tunnelling systems. As the only company worldwide, Herrenknecht delivers
cutting-edge tunnel boring machines for all ground conditions and in all
diameters - ranging from 0.10 to 19 meters.

IBG HYDROTECH GMBH

Stand Number: 16
Seeweg 6, 63654 Buedingen
Germany
T: +49 (0) 60 42 - 95 64 0
F: +49 (0) 60 42 - 95 64 19
E: info@ibg-hydro-tech.de
W: www.ibg-hydro-tech.de

IBG Hydro-Tech GmbH is located in Büdingen (near Frankfurt/Main) in
Germany. We have specialised in developing and manufacturing of highend products that meet the specific requirements of our clients. There is no
standard solution for every challenge.

Hebei Solidkey specialize in Tricone Bit, Roller Cone, PDC Bit and HDD Hole
Opener (Rock Reamer) with API and ISO certificate.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
IDS GEORADAR SRL
Stand Number: 61
IDS GeoRadar s.r.l
Via Enrica Calabresi 24
Loc. Montacchiello
56121, Italy

T: +39 050 31 24 501
F: +39 050 31 24 205
E: info@idsgeoradar.com
W: www.idsgeoradar.com
IDS GeoRadar is a world’s multi-frequency, multi-channel Ground
Penetrating Radar (GPR) solution provider whose brand is synonymous
with investigation of any kind of subsurface. IDS GeoRadar is committed to
delivering best-in-class performance solutions and the pursuit of product
excellence, through the creation of application-specific, innovative and cost
efficiency.

IMPREG GMBH

Stand Number: 29
Eisenbahnstrasse 32
Ammerbuch, 72119, Germany
T: 0049 7073 300310
F: 0049 7073 3003119
E: info@impreg.de
W: www.impreg.de
iMPREG offers its latest innovation in advanced CIPP UV-liner solutions
(largest size DN1600).
All iMPREGLiners arrive completely ready-to-install on site and are suitable
for all types of sewer profiles. In addition to iMPREG’s liner solutions, the
latest equipment is part of the program. For information please visit our
booth-no. 29 (German Pavillion).

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
Stand Number: 36
Carrwood Road, Chesterfield Trading Estate
Sheepbridge, Chesterfield
Derbyshire
S41 9QB
United Kingdom
T: +44(0)1246269911
F: +44(0)1246269922
E: sales@idsuk.com
W: www.idsuk.com
IDS is an industry leader in the design, manufacture and supply of
inhole tools and associated products for Exploration/Utility Drilling and
Subcontract Precision and General Engineering.

JIANGSU GOODENG ENGINEERING
MACHINERY ASSEMBLING CO.,LTD
Stand Number: Outdoor 4
North of West Gongjian Rd
Changzhou Gaoxin Industry Garden
Dafeng, Jiangsu
224100
China
T: +86 515 83608199
F: +86 515 83608299
E: market@goodeng.com.cn
W: www.goodeng.com.cn
Our main products are GD series of horizontal directional drilling machine.
As Mechanization Research branch industrialization base of China Academy
of Building Research, Goodeng Machine has independently developed
almost 30 models of horizontal directional drilling machines from 13T to
1000T with strong and professional R & D team’s support.

KES SOLIDS CONTROL CO., LTD (KES ENERGY
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURING CO., LTD)
Stand Number: Lobby 4
Industry Second Road
Dachang Chaobai River Industrial Zone
Langfang
China

T: +86-29-87579681 / +86-316-8960066
F: +86-29-88613026 / +86-316-8933118
E: kes@kestank.com / sales@kestank.com
W: www.kestank.com
KES Solids Control Co., Ltd is a professional manufacturer which design,
develop, and manufacture the solids control equipment and the mud
recycling system.
KES products are not only used in oil and gas drilling, CBM drilling,
drilling waste management,but also for the trenchless infrastructure
construction including tunneling, micro-tunneling, pipe-jacking, bored piles
construction,piling construction and diaphragm wall construction, etc.

KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
Stand Number: 19
P.O Box 43815
Hamdan Street
Al Gaith Tower, 19th Floor
Abu Dhabi
United Arab Emirates

T: +971 2 6766004
E: kpre@kmg-emirates.ae
W: www.kmg-emirates.ae
KMG Pipe Rehabilitation Emirates LLC was established in Abu Dhabi in
1997 providing Professional Trenchless Pipe Rehabilitation Services which
includes Spiral Wound, SPR and CIPP lining. Cleaning and CCTV Survey in
addition to patch repair are also conducted by KMG.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH

PRIME DRILLING GMBH

Stand Number: 9
Am Heisterbusch 18a
19246 Valluhn
Germany

T: +49 (0) 38851 3270
F: +49 (0) 38851 32710
E: info@mtsperforator.de, crohn@mtsperforator.de
W: www.mtsperforator.de
Mts Perforator GmbH designs and manufactures horizontal and vertical
drilling technology. We offer you a wide range of high quality and
innovative products as well as the best technical solution for your project.
Microtunnelling, TBMs (slurry, EPB, hard rock shield), thrust boring
technology, injection technique, drill pipes & drilling tools.

NAYLOR DRAINAGE LTD
Stand Number: 53
Clough Green,
Cawthorne, Barnsley
South Yorkshire,
S75 4AD,
United Kingdom

Gold Sponsor

Naylor Drainage Ltd is a subsidiary of Naylor Industries plc, a fourth
generation family business founded in 1890 whose head office is in Barnsley
UK. The first is in the area of trenchless technology. Naylor’s Denlok® vitrified
clay jacking pipe system has a flush-fitting joint incorporating a stainless
steel collar acting against seals with special profiles to withstand hydrostatic
pressure of any site ground water; the product is manufactured in sizes
DN150-700 with larger sizes (DN800-1200) available by special arrangement.

PALMIERI SPA

Stand Number: 54
Via Industria 58
Gaggio Montano, BO
40041, Italy
T: +39053432511
F: +39053432501
E: info@palmierigroup.com
W: www.palmierigroup.com
With over 40 years’ experience, Palmieri Group is a specialized leader
in the global tunnelling and drilling spare componentry industry and
microtunnelling system with all related accessories.
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T: +49 2762 930 960
F: +49 2762 930 96-950
E: info@prime-drilling.de
W: www.prime-drilling.de
Prime Drilling operates worldwide, specializing in the manufacture of
Horizontal Directional Drilling Rigs from 30 - 600 t pull force and accessories.
We offer tailor-made technology solutions and refined ingenuity with
extensive experience to customize equipment designs to maximize our
clients needs.

PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

T: +44 (0)1226 790591
F: +44 (0)1226 790531
E: jonathan.kelly@naylor.co.uk
W: www.naylor.co.uk
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Stand Number: 13
Ludwig-Erhard-Str. 4,
Wenden,
D-57482
Germany

Stand Number: 50
Im Schlehert 6,
Karlsruhe, Baden-Württemberg
76187, Germany
T: +49 721 950820
F: +49 721 95082 32
E: info@prokasro.de
W: www.prokasro.de

ProKASRO stands for progressive sewer rehabilitation robotic systems
and is the market leader in the area of sewer and pipeline rehabilitation
equipment manufacture. ProKASRO has developed tailor-made solutions to
rehabilitate pipes and sewers including pneumatic, electric and hydraulic
robotic cutters, laminated cap placement systems, resin injection and UV
technology.

PU YANG ZHONG YUAN RESTAR PETROLEUM
EQUIPMENT CO,.LTD
Stand Number: Lobby 1a
Pu Yanc City, He Nan Province, China
T: 0086-393-7862699
F: 0086-393-7862568
E: rsdgj@pyzyrsd.com
W: www.pyzyrsd.com
Puyang Zhongyuan Restar petroleum equipment Co.,Ltd (RSD for short)
founded in 2001, registered capital 50 million yuan, is an API Q1; ISO-9001;
HSE certified company. RSD devotes itself to research, develop, manufacture
and service in intelligent separation equipment’s and control system of all
kinds of engineering and environmental protection, oil, mining industry.
RSD is first-level network supplier of CNPC, Sinopec, CNOOC; equipment
supplier of various mining engineering and engineering mud enterprises;
network supplier of world enterprises from India, Russia and others.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH
Stand Number: 11
Kammerdorfer Straße 16,
Cham, Bavaria
93413
Germany

T: +49 9971 4003-100
F: +49 9971 4003-123
E: primusline@raedlinger.com
W: www.primusline.com
Rädlinger primus line GmbH is the manufacturer of the Primus Line®
system, an innovative relining solution for the trenchless rehabilitation of
pressure pipes for different applications such as water, gas and oil.

REDUCT NV

Stand Number: 65
Molenberglei 42
Schelle
2627
Belgium
T: +32 3 451 77 39
E: otto.ballintijn@reduct.net:
W: www.reduct.net
Reduct is a market leader in the development of inertial mapping
technologies for underground utility infrastructures. Reduct has developed
a range of innovative and easy-to-use for mapping any utility pipeline.

S3 FLUIDS

Stand Number: 59
DIP 1, GREEN COMMUNITY,
ARENCO Bldg 4, Office 303
Dubai
26522
United Arab Emirates
T: +97148848433
F: +97148800024
E: sales@s3fluids.com
W: www.s3fluids.com
We provide Premium Drilling Fluid Solutions, Technical Expertise & Value
Engineering to Specialist Contractors for Geotechnical Works. Our Complete
range of High Yield Bentonite & Polymer Additive Product portfolio ensures
Optimum Performance suited for all Ground Conditions in the Middle East.

SAERTEX MULTICOM GMBH
Stand Number: 20
Brochterbecker Damm 52,
Saerbeck, NRW
48369
Deutschland

T: +49 2574 902-400
F: +49 2574902-409
E: multicom@saertex.com
W: www.saertex-multicom.de
Your system-supplier for the trenchless rehabilitation of pipes. Worldwide.

RELINEEUROPE

Stand Number: 19
Grosse Ahlmuehle 31, 76865 Rohrbach, Germany
T: +49 6349 93934 0
F: +49 6349 93934 101
E: info@relineeurope.com
W: www.relineeurope.com
“Creating high performance pipe rehabilitation technology” is
RELINEEUROPE’s motto. Since 2009, ALPHALINER renovated more
than 3,000,000 meters of sewer worldwide. RELINEEUROPE offers the
complete range of rehabilitation components from one single-source: Liner
technology, Equipment and Engineering. Complete packages or individual
solutions: You decide which part you would like to accept.

ROCKPECKER LIMITED
Stand Number: 1
Unit 4, Harrimans Lane
Lenton Lane Industrial Estate
Nottingham, Nottinghamshire
NG7 2SD
United Kingdom

SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
Stand Number: 8
Weseler Str. 35,
Mülheim-Ruhr
Nordrhein-Westfalen
45478
Germany

T: +49 208 99 91 - 0
F: +49 208 59 24 - 09
E: sales@schauenburg-mab.com
W: www.schauenburg-mab.de
Schauenburg MAB develops, manufactures and supplies machinery for
the classification and separation of solids. The MAB separation plants for
tunneling and microtunnelling with throughput capacities up to 4.000 m³/h
operate successfully for the regeneration of bentonite slurries. MAB plants
have proved their effectiveness on numerous construction sites worldwide.

T: +44 7887398047
E: bits@rockpecker.com
W: www.rockpecker.com
Rockpecker Limited is a UK based manufacturer of HDD Drilling Tools and
accessories. Main products include PDC Drilling Bits, PDC Hole Openers (
Pull & Push Type ) from 4” up to 36” diameter, Centralisers, Stabilizers,
Customised PDC tools etc.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
SHANDONG KELINRUIER PIPELINE
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Stand Number: 56
1, 101, No.26, Phoenix Mountain Road
Dongying District, Dongying City
Shandong Province
China

Stand Number: 55
Hamriya Freezone Phase 2
Plot MB08- MB04
Sharjah
50099
UAE

T: 0086 546-8179511
F: 0086-546-8179512
E: kelinruier@163.com
W: en.kelinruier.com

T: +97165264600
F: +97165264602
E: info@tbm4sale.com, jim@tbm4sale.com
W: www.tbm4sale.com

Shandong Kelinruier Pipeline Engineering Co., Ltd. (formerly known as
Shandong Shengbang Kelinruier Pipeline Engineering Co., Ltd.) is China’s
strongest pipeline lining expert and petroleum technology service expert
invested by China University of Petroleum (East China).

TBM Trading’s core business is the purchase and sale of new and used
Tunneling Equipment and to provide a complete After Sales Service in the
Middle East Region with specialized Electrical and Mechanical technicians
and stocks of spare parts to keep your equipment running 24/7.

SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD

TRACTO-TECHNIK UK LTD

Stand Number: 32
North of Shilipu Village, Chang’an District,
Shijiazhuang, Heibei
China

T: +44 (0)1234 342566
F: +44 (0)1234 352184
E: athertonr@tt-uk.com
W: www.tt-uk.com

T: 0086-311-89255090
F: 0086-311-89255098
E: sales@bodapump.com
W: www.bodapump.com
Shijiazhuang Boda Industrial Pump Co., Ltd focuses primarily on the
production and supply of high quality slurry pumps, sewage pump, chemical
pump and slurry pump parts. Our pumps are designed for the harshest
abrasive and corrosive pumping environments. They can be made of high
chrome, a wide variety of elastomers.

TATCO TRADING ESTABLISHMENT
Stand Number: Indoor 76 and Outdoor 3
Najda St., H&M Building
7th Floor-Suite 704
Abu Dhabi
P.O. Box 2426
United Arab Emirates

Stand Number: 17
Windsor Road, Bedford
Bedfordshire, MK42 9SU, United Kingdom

Gold Sponsor

T: +97126215511
F: +97126218884
E: info@ditchwitch-uae.com
W: www.ditchwitch.com
TATCO TRADING-UAE & ABU DHABI TRADING-KSA. We are authorized
distributors of Ditch Witch products since 1978. TATCO take pride in dealing
with Products ranging from HDD Equipment’s, Trenchers and Attachments,
Subsite, Electronics, Downhole Tools and Spare Parts that serves various
needs of customers. We also give full support for the product lines in the
regions.

TRACTO-TECHNIK. The German machine construction company designs and
manufactures premium quality equipment for the trenchless underground
installation and renewal of pipes and cables.

TUBUS GMBH

Stand Number: 27
Maximilianallee 22, Leipzig
Saxonia, 04129, Germany
T: 0341 90453 330
F: 0341 90453 339
E: klose@tubus-gmbh.de
W: www.tubus-gmbh.de
The tubus GmbH is an innovative, competent and efficient construction
company. The core competencies of our company are in the pipeline and
sewer rehabilitation.

VERMEER MIDDLE EAST

Stand Number: 41 and Outdoor 5
P.O. Box: 261452, FZS1 AE02
Jebel Ali Free Zone (South)
Dubai, UAE

Platinum Sponsor

T: +971 4 8861178
E: vermeer@emirates.net.ae
W: www.vermeer-middleeast.com
Founded in 2004, Vermeer Middle East FZCO is the exclusive dealer for
Vermeer products within the Middle East. Vermeer Middle East FZCO
based in Jebel Ali Free Zone handles the sales, after sales and training
on all Vermeer Products, including Track Trenchers, HDD Systems, Brush
Chippers, Compost Turners, and Mini Skid Steers. For a more in depth look
on Vermeer products and our services, visit our website or drop us a line
– details above.
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EXHIBITOR PROFILES
WAYSS & FREYTAG

Stand Number: 6
Wayss & Freytag Ingenieurbau AG
Frankfurt am Main, Hessen, D 60489, Germany
T: +49 697929400
F: +49 697929491
E: inge.hausdorf@wf-ib.de
W: wf-ib.de/kompetenz-im-blickpunkt
Wayss & Freytag Ingenieurbau AG is active worldwide in the field of
tunnelling. On the international market, the company carries out projects
in which it distinguishes itself by its special know-how and excellent
performance. The scope of our activities ranges from mechanized and
conventional tunnelling, to microtunnelling.

WUXI DOUBLE HORSE DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
Stand Number: 69
No.19 Yansheng Road
Huishan Economic Development Zone
Wuxi , China,
T: 86-510-83571195
F: 86-510-83571195
E: sales1@dhdt.com.cn
W: www.dhdt.com.cn
DHDT founded in August 2006 with 120 employees is a leading enterprise
in the field of municipal construction.To be strived for a global enterprise.
The company located in Wuxi City jiangsu, covers an area of 2000 square
meters with total assets of USD 22million. The company mainly produces
and sells HDD drilling tools or core drilling tools, anchor drilling tools and
well drilling tools.

WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

Stand Number: 26
No.113, JiaoShan Road
Yangjian Machinery Industrial Park, Xishan
Wuxi, Jiangsu
214107
China

WUXI LUSHUN DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
Stand Number: 64
No.1-11, Zhangxing Road, Xizhang Industrial Park
Huishan District, Wuxi,
Jiangsu Provice
China
T: 0086-51083506908
F: 0086-51083506908
E: cailin@wxlushun.com
W: www.wxlushun.com
Lushun is a modern enterprise which is specializing in designing, machining
and manufacturing all kinds of drilling pipes & drilling tools for horizontal
directional drilling rig. Our company can provide products with good quality
by advanced technology. Lushun has 1 set of 800T End Upsetting Machine, 8
sets of CNC Threading Lathes, and 1 set of Automatic Shot-blasting Machine.

XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD
Stand Number: 57
No. 36 Tuolanshan Road Economic Zone,
Xuzhou, Jiangsu,
China
T: 0086 0516 8789 3500
F: 0086 0516 8773 8167
E: xcmgjc@xcmg.com
W: www.xcmgjc.com
The company’s annual business scale is about 2.1 billion RMB with four
main categories of products including horizontal directional drilling rig,
rotary drilling rig, coal mine roadheader and diaphragm wall grab. Multiple
products have won national or provincial prizes for Progress in Science and
Technology.

YANGZHOU GUANGXIN HEAVY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
Stand Number: 30
No.58-8 HongDa Road, Developing Zone
Yangzhou City, JiangSu Province
China

T: +8651088550355/+8613806199230
F: +8651088552380
E: sale06@geotecwuxi.com
W: www.geotec.com.cn

T: +8613774253143
F: +862161700622
E: jeffhao@targon.cc
W: www.dingguan.cn

In 1989, Geotec Wuxi was initiated to manufacture various items for the core
drilling equipment. As headquarter of Geotec Group, the expansion of 40,000
square meters of new plant has been completed and put into production for
HDD drilling tools like rods, pilots, PDC hole opener bits, Rock reamers ect
in October 2013.

GuangXin is one of the biggest and professional pipe jacking machine
manufacturers in China. The main products of our company consists of
earth pressure balance, slurry balance, rock series as well as rectangle
pipe jacking machine. We can make pipe jacking machines diameters from
500mm - 4000mm.
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PRODUCT GUIDE
CONTRACTORS SERVICE SUPPLIERS
Cleaning
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
SHANDONG KELINRUIER PIPELINE
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

CCTV

Directional Drilling Fluids

PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
S3 FLUIDS

Chemical Pump
SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD

CIPP Materials

HDD
APOLLOTECHNO INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
JIANGSU GOODENG ENGINEERING
MACHINERY ASSEMBLING CO.,LTD
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG
BRANDENBURGER LINER GMBH & CO
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
SAERTEX MULTICOM GMBH

Coatings

Consulting Services

KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

BLUE HAT SERVICES
GOLLWITZER PIPE & SHAFT TECHNOLOGY GMBH
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

BLUE HAT SERVICES
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC

New Installations
BLUE HAT SERVICES
BOTHAR GROUP

Pipeline Renovation/Linings
BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH
RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH

Surveys
BLUE HAT SERVICES
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC

MANUFACTURERS
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS

Cured In Place Pipes
BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG

Cutters
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
PALMIERI SPA
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH
ROCKPECKER LIMITED
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

BOHRTEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR
BOHRTECHNOLOGIE MBH
BOTHAR GROUP
HERRENKNECHT AG
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Cable Avoidance Tools
BLUE HAT SERVICES
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Drag Bit
HEJIAN ZHONGCHENG DRILL BIT
MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

Drill Pipe
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
HEJIAN ZHONGCHENG DRILL BIT
MANUFACTURE CO., LTD
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
PRIME DRILLING GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

Drill Rods

Detection Equipment

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
WUXI LUSHUN DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD

BLUE HAT SERVICES
DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Drilling Tools

Digital Mapping
BLUE HAT SERVICES

Auger Boring

DONGTAI JULI MACHINERY MANUFACTURING
LIMITED COMPANY
HERRENKNECHT AG
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD

BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG

Localised Repairs

Location, Detection, Inspection

Directional Drilling Rigs

Directional Drilling Accessories
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
BLUE HAT SERVICES
DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
PALMIERI SPA
ROCKPECKER LIMITED
S3 FLUIDS
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

HEJIAN ZHONGCHENG DRILL BIT
MANUFACTURE CO., LTD
ROCKPECKER LIMITED
WUXI DOUBLE HORSE DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
WUXI LUSHUN DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD

Excavators
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD
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Guided Boring

Lateral Rehabilitation

Pipe Cleaning Equipment

BOHRTEC GESELLSCHAFT FUR
BOHRTECHNOLOGIE MBH
HERRENKNECHT AG
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

SHANDONG KELINRUIER PIPELINE
ENGINEERING CO., LTD

Ground Penetrating Radar

Microtunnelling Equipment

BLUE HAT SERVICES

AURUM PUMPEN GMBH
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
BOTHAR GROUP
GOLLWITZER PIPE & SHAFT TECHNOLOGY GMBH
HERRENKNECHT AG
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
PALMIERI SPA
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Grouting
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH
S3 FLUIDS
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

HDD – Accessories
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
JIANGSU GOODENG ENGINEERING
MACHINERY ASSEMBLING CO.,LTD
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
PRIME DRILLING GMBH
ROCKPECKER LIMITED
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
WUXI DOUBLE HORSE DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

HDD - Rigs
APOLLOTECHNO INDUSTRIES PVT LTD
DONGTAI JULI MACHINERY MANUFACTURING
LIMITED COMPANY
HERRENKNECHT AG
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
JIANGSU GOODENG ENGINEERING
MACHINERY ASSEMBLING CO.,LTD
PRIME DRILLING GMBH
WUXI DOUBLE HORSE DRILLING TOOLS CO., LTD
WUXI GEOTEC GEOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD

Linings
BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG
RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH

Moling Equipment

Mud Pumps
AURUM PUMPEN GMBH
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
PRIME DRILLING GMBH
SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Pipe Joint Repair
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

Pipe Location Equipment
BLUE HAT SERVICES

Pipeline Renovation Equipment
BLUE HAT SERVICES
BRANDENBURGER LINER GMBH & CO
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

Pipes
GOLLWITZER PIPE & SHAFT TECHNOLOGY
GMBH
RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH

Mud Supplies
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
S3 FLUIDS
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD

HEBEI SOLIDKEY PETROLEUM MACHINERY CO., LTD
ROCKPECKER LIMITED

Pipe Bursting Equipment
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
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ANHUI TANGXING MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
HERRENKNECHT AG
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD
YANGZHOU GUANGXIN HEAVY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD

BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
PRIME DRILLING GMBH
S3 FLUIDS
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
XCMG FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY CO., LTD

PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com 	

Pipe Jacking Equipment

Mud Recycling Equipment

PDC Bit and HDD Rock Reamer

PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH

SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH

Inspection Systems

Joint Repair Equipment

Pipe Inspection

Pumps
AURUM PUMPEN GMBH
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Railway Investigation
BLUE HAT SERVICES

Rock Drilling Equipment
AURUM PUMPEN GMBH
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
PALMIERI SPA

Runway Analysis
BLUE HAT SERVICES
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Sewage Pump

Training Supplier

SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD

BLUE HAT SERVICES

Sewer Cleaning Equipment

Trenching Machines

KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC

BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH

Sewer Renovation Products

Trenchless Rehabilitation Systems

BKP BEROLINA POLYESTER GMBH & CO. KG
BRANDENBURGER LINER GMBH & CO
PROKASRO MECHATRONIK GMBH
SAERTEX MULTICOM GMBH

RAEDLINGER PRIMUS LINE GMBH

Site Investigation and Survey

Tungsten Carbide Insert Bits

INTERNATIONAL DRILLING SERVICES LTD
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC

HEJIAN YINHAI ROCK BITS MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

Slurry Pumps

Tricone Bits
BEIJING FEILONG INTERNATIONAL TRADE CO.,LTD

Tunnel Boring Machines

SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD

BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
BOTHAR GROUP
HERRENKNECHT AG
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Slurry Treatment

Tunnelling Equipment

SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH

ANHUI TANGXING MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
BOTHAR GROUP
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

SHIJIAZHUANG BODA INDUSTRIAL PUMP CO., LTD

Slurry Pump Parts

Software Supplier
BLUE HAT SERVICES

Structural Monitoring

NOTES

BLUE HAT SERVICES

Surveying Equipment
BLUE HAT SERVICES

Thrust Boring Equipment
BOTHAR GROUP
KMG PIPE REHABILITATION EMIRATES LLC
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
SCHAUENBURG MAB GMBH
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Tunnelling Products
BAUER MASCHINEN GMBH
MTS PERFORATOR GMBH
PALMIERI SPA
S3 FLUIDS
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC

Tooth Bits
HEJIAN YINHAI ROCK BITS MANUFACTURE CO., LTD

Tracking/Navigation Equipment
DCI INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
TBM TRADING MIDDLE EAST FZC
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NO-DIG WORLD 2017

Bringing you the latest in trenchless technology
& land-based utility pipeline engineering
KEEPING THE MIDDLE EAST MOVING

Exhibition and Conference Show Guide

International Exhibition & Conference
on NDRC (No-Dig Technology)
13-14 March 2017
Organised by

China Sales

Supported by

Platinum Sponsors

Media Partners

Coffee Break
Sponsor

Gold Sponsors

Official ISTT
Media Partners

Drinks Reception
Sponsor

Entrance to the Conference & Exhibition is FREE OF CHARGE
Register online at www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
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